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Introduction

To date, there has been no systematic review of the international and domestic research on the impact of extending user choice in public services. This publication is an attempt to provide that review and to move the debate about the impact of new choice schemes in the UK from a theoretical analysis to an evidence-based one.

There is serious disagreement over the extension of choice in public services. A whole range of views has now been expressed as to the way in which choice might affect quality, efficiency and equity in public services. Some commentators see trade-offs within these three: others are either pessimistic or optimistic on all counts.

The paper aims to inject some clarity into this debate. It is the product of extensive research by the Social Market Foundation into the national and international evidence on the employment and impact in practice of choice-based schemes in the public services. While we do discuss the theoretical arguments in favour of and against the extension of choice in the UK, our main aim is to determine from the evidence what effect choice schemes have in terms of equity and efficiency. We are assuming that both the design of choice schemes and the context in which they are introduced will make a difference to these outcomes. For this reason we have attempted consistently to relate outcomes to the basic design of choice policies, as well as to the wider context in which they are introduced. We believe that this should ensure that the results will be of use to the debate on choice as it applies to the UK. We have limited our scope to schemes in the health and education sectors. This is where the majority of literature is focused and, together with local government, it is the main focus of political debate in the UK.

Choice policies invite an enormous range of values and concerns and we could not realistically cover them all. Instead we have identified practical questions that we believe cover some of the most substantive issues, based on the major concerns that are raised about the introduction of choice mechanisms into public services in the UK. These have their variations (see the next chapter); however the four most basic questions are:

1. where recipients have been offered choice, have they taken it up?
2. where recipients have taken up choice, which recipients have done so?
3. what has been the effect of choice on the quality and efficiency of providers; in particular, what has been the effect on those service users that have not exercised choice?
4. for education specifically, what has been the effect of parental choice on segregation in public education?

We have asked these questions of all countries where there has been substantive evidence on these issues, although in general we have prioritised results from the UK. This has meant looking in particular at the UK, the US, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Chile and New Zealand. In each case we have tried to relate outcomes as closely as possible to the basic design of each policy. We have paid attention to a range of variables including: the arrangements governing funding; the nature of the supply side; the freedoms available to professionals in responding to recipients’ choices; the arrangements for supporting recipients in making them; and finally the context in which choice has operated, in particular for urban and non-urban areas. We hope that, in doing so, we will have produced a document that can inform the debate on choice taking places within the UK.

In our conclusion, we draw out what we believe to be the main lessons from this review of the evidence for those considering the introduction of further choice mechanisms into UK public services, and set out our on-going programme of work on these issues.

3 Note: Some readers may be surprised that neither Denmark nor the Netherlands is included in our review of the evidence on school choice. These countries certainly offer radical and unique models of school choice; however we have found very little evidence that goes beyond describing the way in which they are designed, and for this reason we have excluded them.
Choice in theory

Taxonomy of choice
When politicians and policymakers talk about introducing or extending choice in public services, it is often unclear which of a range of models or system designs they are referring to. For the purposes of this paper, will use the following taxonomy:

(a) when we talk about choice systems in this paper, we are referring to systems in which individual service users are offered a choice between different providers of a public service. This generates contestability between providers. This does not imply that the choice on offer is between public and private sector providers – it may equally be between two different public sector providers (for example between two hospitals). This type of individual choice may also be deferred to an agent.

(b) a second way in which choice may be offered is through collective choice, in which service users are asked, as a group, to make decisions about the kind of service they want.

(c) a variant of option (b) is when collective choice is conducted by proxy. An agent or representative of service users will make choices based on the needs or wishes of service users. An example of this is the way in which Primary Care Trusts (PCTs) buy services on behalf of users.

(d) when we refer instead to individual service users being offered a choice of services from a single provider, we will refer to this as choice of services.

In this paper, we will be looking at (a), the individual choice of provider model. For the sake of brevity, will refer to this as choice.

There are two related concepts which are often brought into the discussion about choice: personalisation and voice. Definitions of both these concepts are contested, but loosely speaking, personalisation can be said to be the attempt to match public services more closely to the needs of the user. This might be achieved through any number of mechanisms, including choice mechanisms. Voice, again loosely conceived, might be said to be the direct representation of user views to those running a public service.

These two concepts are not the subject of this review of the evidence and so are only lightly touched on here, although we return to them when setting out the next phase of the Social Market Foundation’s research in this area.

User involvement and contestability
Underpinning the choice definitions set out above are two sets of ideas for public services, both of which enjoy a considerable amount of political currency and both of which have the aim of improving the quality of public services through better meeting the needs of service users. On the one hand there are a number of ideas that fall under the general heading of ‘user involvement’. These vary, but the common aim is to encourage services to engage more closely with the different needs and preferences of their individual recipients or their constituency. Second there is a set of ideas that fall under the heading of ‘contestability’. These are financial mechanisms the aim of which is to motivate providers to deliver services which meet the needs of their users, through the threat that their funding could go to an alternative provider.

The choice of provider model
The theory underpinning the choice of provider model suggests that it necessarily involves certain characteristics if it is to deliver the benefits promised for it. In particular, it will need to have, at least to some extent, the following sets of characteristics:

1. the public service provider in question has some degree of management control over finances and other aspects of service delivery
If a choice scheme is to have the effects promised for it then it must be sufficiently demand sensitive. One of the most obvious and oft-noted requirements is that demand should be able to expand with supply. However, if we are to expect public services to respond substantively to recipients’ choices and preferences, then those services must have sufficient flexibility to respond and to bring about desired improvements. Most importantly, this implies some flexibility in the use of inputs, in particularly some budgetary flexibility. This degree of financial autonomy does not imply that public services should be subject to less assessment, or that they should be able to choose the services they provide or the individuals to whom they provide them, or even that they should be exempt from centrally determined targets and priorities.

2. A proportion of public services’ funding will be by results, or per recipient
For example, this is contrasted with a system in which services are funded on the basis of the previous year’s activity. Arrangements can be more or less ambitious in tailoring funding to circumstances, but the basic principle is that funding only arrives with a service when the recipient does. This is important since it ensures that there are substantive consequences for the service provider attracting and for losing recipients. By itself, this principle can apply at a number of administrative levels – the individual service, groups of services, the municipality, and so on.

A choice-based model which does not have these features is unlikely to produce productive efficiency gains2. These criteria provide a useful benchmark by which to evaluate the schemes discussed below, and any proposed schemes in the UK. Introducing choice, flexibility and payment by results into a public service generates additional costs as well as additional benefits, and a critical question to ask of any proposal to extend choice on this model is whether the benefits outweigh additional costs.

Advocates of this model claim the following benefits:

- services will become more tailored to individual needs and differences and will engage with, and include, recipients (personalisation, user involvement, allocative efficiency)
- more basically, they will allocate supply to demand more efficiently (allocative efficiency)
- they will generate greater quality for a fixed level of funding (productive efficiency)
- benefits will accrue both to those who actually exercise choice but also to those who do not – because the exercise and threat of choice will give all providers the incentives and the information to improve (this is generally what is meant by the claim that choice has a ‘levelling up effect’ on the quality of public services).

Equity and the choice of provider model
In the evidence section of this paper we look at how the models of choice under consideration deviate from the theoretical model outlined above. We also have identified a number of other factors which may, in theory, have an impact on the equity of outcomes. These include:

- whether choice is limited to a specific class of recipient
- whether it applies only in specific circumstances, for example after a patient has been waiting for six months or if a student meets certain socio-economic or other criteria
- whether providers are allowed openly to select their recipients (if this is the case, providers may select service users who present a lower cost or burden on the service, which in turn is likely to discriminate against the disadvantaged)
- whether recipients are supported in exercising choices, for example through transport, information and advice (if this is not the case, then the more informed and articulate may be able to monopolise new choices)
- whether recipients have the option to make choice in conjunction with a qualified agent such as a GP (again, for the reasons identified above)
- whether services are compensated for the different costs imposed by recipients (without such compensation, service providers will have an incentive to recruit service users who present a lesser cost or other burden on a provider. Whether they respond to this incentive will depend on other features, including the design of the scheme).
In our description and discussion of choice schemes in operation, where possible we have set out which of these factors each policy involves.

**Objections to choice schemes**

The political arguments for and against the further introduction of choice schemes have been widely rehearsed elsewhere, so we do not intend to devote a great deal of space to them here. However, these do provide a benchmark against which the evidence discussed below can be evaluated so we provide a short outline of the main arguments here.

It is worth noting that some of these objections are not conceptually distinct; nor is it always clear what assumptions are being made by those putting forward these views.

**Objection A:**

There is no need to introduce choice to improve the quality of public services. This can be achieved through greater investment.

This objection may assume that promised efficiency gains will not materialise, so that direct funding will be more effective, pound for pound and/or that choice mechanisms will generate inequalities in the provision of services.

These claims can be tested against the evidence below. It is also worth considering how effective additional funding, without reform, has been to date in delivering benefits equitably. Looking at the impact of NHS funding, it is clear that, despite considerable investment in the National Health Service since its inception, the system is characterised by profound and growing inequity in health outcomes which, whilst mainly the product of wider socio-economic trends, cannot be completely separated from the inequities fostered by the structural character of the NHS.

**Objection B:**

Capacity in public services is too limited to produce efficiency gains while the alternative, maintaining excess capacity, is a waste of public resources.

There is a substantive concern at work here. Limited capacity does limit contestability as, for example, in school choice where capacity in the system is tightly restricted by design. There are three possible responses to this concern which should be subject to a review of the evidence:

- choice within a system with limited capacity could be expected to produce allocative efficiency gains. In other words, even choice within a system of limited capacity should be more effective at representing the wishes of individual service users than a system with no choice
- efficiency gains would outweigh the extra costs of providing excess capacity – any proposal should be subject to a cost-benefit analysis
- public services as they stand may have enough capacity for choice to be effective.

**Objection C:**

A lack of capacity in the system allows good providers to cherry pick the service users that they wish to take, covertly or otherwise.

Again, this point, closely related to Objection B, is a substantive concern which is borne out by the evidence of the operation of school choice in the UK. The consequences of allowing providers to select service users is that inequity in the system is likely to be exacerbated. This concern can be addressed if:

- this can be prevented by introducing excess capacity into the system, and if efficiency gains outweigh the extra costs of providing that excess capacity
- if this can be prevented not by introducing new capacity in the form of new public services, but instead by allowing increased flexibility into the system in the form of allowing the growth of good providers.

In looking at what the evidence says about this, it is worth bearing in mind that the introduction of effective voice mechanisms alongside choice mechanisms should limit movement of users between providers.

**Objection D:**

Choice schemes will result in unequal outcomes.

This objection is similar to, but broader than, the criticism made in Objection C. In considering this, it is important that...
the impact of any new choice model should be judged against the picture of equity generated by current services, or any realistic alternatives. In general, our public services allow the exercise of clandestine choice by the articulate or well off. For example, it is open to those with the resources to buy homes in the catchment areas of schools they regard as good. Similarly, those who are articulate and persuasive can often negotiate for themselves a preferential outcome when seeking healthcare.

The assumption in operation with this objection is that, by making choice explicit, you will further empower the wealthy and articulate to “game” the system and produce for themselves preferential outcomes.

This is open to the following arguments:

• although money follows the user in choice schemes, the service they receive is not dependent on making any payment, so the individual’s financial situation is not relevant, given no significant access costs. This is not always the case at present: for example, under the current school admissions system, those who are better off can buy their way into the school of their choice through buying a home in the catchment area

• that the capacity to understand the information on offer about public services, and to take decisions, is critical, but that choice operating in the open allows service users access to information, and assistance with making decisions if required

Objection E:
People do not want to choose, they simply want good quality local services.

A recent MORI poll found that 81% of those polled thought that Britain’s public services need to start treating users and the public as customers. This suggests that, at least, there is an appetite for a more responsive service.

Generalising about what “people” want is not a particularly helpful approach. Some individuals will want the option to choose, while others will not. A recent MORI poll found that 81% of those polled thought that Britain’s public services need to start treating users and the public as customers. This suggests that, at least, there is an appetite for a more responsive service.

There are a number of possible responses to this concern which are amenable to evaluation against the evidence base:

• choice schemes can increase the quality of public services people receive, thereby meeting an important requirement even of those who do not explicitly want the right to choose

• an effective choice scheme will include the right of people not to choose through providing an agent to choose on their behalf (for example a GP).

Objection F:
Introducing choice will result in the existence of persistently failing services.

This is closely related to the concern above about the equity of systems. The argument is that a choice system coupled with excess capacity and/or increased flexibility will result in poorly performing services being deserted by more articulate and informed service users. In turn, this will result in a significant loss of funding and morale. This is likely to impact most heavily on those least able to negotiate the system.

If choice mechanisms are working effectively, it is true that service users are likely to leave poorly performing service. The critical issue is the policy response to this. It is possible to argue that:

• effective mechanisms for managing failure are critical to choice schemes operating successfully. In fact, in order for services overall to improve, governments must be willing either to close failing services or to operate an interventionist system for turning them around. The challenge for the latter is to develop a system for managing failure that is consistent with the overall point of a competitive choice scheme.

Another issue to consider here is that choice systems, when supported by effective voice mechanisms, should limit exit in favour of early reform.
Objection G:
Choice will drive out cooperation between providers.
Introducing contestability into public services does not reduce service provision to a zero sum game. If this were the case, we would expect to see service users repeatedly changing provider in a bid to find the very highest quality service on offer. This is counterintuitive. Instead, we might expect people to be content with good, or very good service provision, rather than the very best.

If the introduction of choice does not make the provision of a public service a zero-sum game for providers, then we would expect sharing best practice to be as much of a win-win situation for providers as it is at present.

The critical question is whether or not:
• the degree of cooperation between service providers in a choice-based system should be no less than under other forms of provision.

Analyzing the evidence

Who Chooses?
As discussed above, the arguments in favour of extending choice in public services depend on a number of claims about what the impact of choice schemes will be in practice. This included the claim that people would make active choices in public services, and that outcomes will be no more inequitable than under current public services.

Given this objection, the first question we have sought to address from the evidence is:
• Where public services have offered more choice, have service users taken it up?

Advocates of choice policies also argue that the introduction of choice mechanisms means a move away from a system characterised by clandestine choice to one in which choice is operating in the open, thereby allowing all service users a greater opportunity to choose, and by implication, generating a more level playing field.

Who benefits?
A further claim by those in favour of choice is that such schemes can increase the quality of public services people receive, thereby meeting an important requirement even of those who do not explicitly want the right to choose. This generates the questions:
• Do choice schemes result in improved efficiency/quality?
• Do the benefits of efficiency outweigh any additional expenditure, such as that required to generate excess capacity of flexibility in the system?
In so far as extended choice might add up to a more segregated public school community, then, that is one consideration against it

There is a further claim implicit here, which is that choice acts to drive up standards even for those who don’t exercise it which suggests that choice policies have a ‘levelling-up’ effect on the quality of public provision, rather than ‘polarisation’ between popular and unpopular providers. One of the most fundamental questions for choice policies is therefore:

• How have any costs and benefits been distributed across services and service users?

Clearly, this question is linked with the question of how service users under choice distribute themselves across services, not least because some individuals impose larger costs on services than others. Indeed, the objection that unpopular services will suffer under choice is often based on the assumption that these services will lose their best recipients as on the assumption that they will lose funding.

There is also a claim that contestability does not necessarily generate a lack of information sharing by service providers, so we must also ask:

• to what extent is cooperation retained between service providers in choice-based systems?

It is worth noting at this point that very little research has been conducted that bears even indirectly on this question\[11\]. Therefore we have omitted it from our review of the evidence.

Choice and segregation in public education

In the case of health, few people are concerned about the distribution of patients across services except in so far as this makes a difference to health outcomes: otherwise, whoever is in the bed next to you does not make much difference to anyone except you. This is not true of integration in public education which, it is argued, not only leads to better (certainly fairer) educational outcomes, but also brings with it broader social benefits. In so far as extended choice might add up to a more segregated public school community, then, that is one consideration against it. This raises the final, education-specific, question below:

• What effects have school choice policies had on the distribution of students across public schools?

In summary, the six main questions we look to the evidence to address are:

1. where services have offered more choice, have service users taken it up?
2. where choice in public services has been exercised, which people were able to exercise it effectively?
3. do choice schemes result in improved efficiency/quality?
4. do the benefits of efficiency outweigh any additional expenditure, such as that required to generate excess capacity of flexibility in the system?
5. how have any costs and benefits been distributed across services and service users?
6. what effects have school choice policies had on the distribution of students across public schools?

The evidence base

This paper addresses the evidence relevant to these questions. Throughout we have tried to pay as much attention as possible to the policy details that make a difference to these outcomes (for example differences in funding, supply of services, regulation and support for service users in choosing). The paper is intended as a guide to these issues: it is neither exhaustive nor critical. It goes without saying that there are a large number of important methodological difficulties involved in answering the questions above.

Generally our strategy has simply been to assemble the relevant evidence across the academic debate on choice.
However, when looking at the systemic effects of user choice policies we have excluded some material. A large proportion of the studies in this area dedicate themselves exclusively to what happens to an individual when he or she leaves a regular public service provider for a ‘choice’ option, for example a private provider paid for by the public. If choice policies require us to embrace new forms of provision, then the quality and the efficiency of that provision is certainly crucial. However, the fundamental claim behind the choice of provider model is not just that it benefits those who exercise choice, but that it has a general levelling-up effect for all service users. For this reason we leave out studies that only address the question of what happens to ‘choosers’. Instead we include studies either that address the overall impact of choice on public services (on ‘choosers’ and ‘non-choosers’), or those studies that address the impact of choice on ‘non-choosers’ only.

School choice

Summary of findings

1. Contestability under parental choice can work to improve the quality and the efficiency of state schools, given the right policy conditions. This is the conclusion of a large number of the studies looking at school choice. There is a substantial amount of research relating to school choice, in particular on the competitive effects of school choice policies on state schools.

2. The reported effects of targeted voucher schemes in the US are substantial and often apply for disadvantaged and lower-achieving pupils; otherwise the effects of parental choice on state schools are not always large or significant, but are almost without exception not negative (this applies also to those studies that investigate achievement among disadvantaged and low-achieving state school students under schemes that offer choice to all parents).

3. Parental choice policies that have allowed for widespread, overt, selection of pupils by schools have generally reported negative or indifferent results on all counts. In Chile, the parental choice policy that allowed for overt selection of pupils by schools reported negative results on equity in up-take of choice, on the effects of parental choice on state schools, and on segregation. In New Zealand schools have also been given a considerable degree of discretion over admissions for a substantial period, with mixed results at best.

4. In addition to the issue of overt selection, parental choice policies that have allowed independent, or
quasi-independent, bodies to accept state sector per pupil funding have generally reported positive effects on state schools. By contrast, schemes that have confined parental choice (without additional fees) to the state sector without introducing additional capacity through new forms of provision, have in general reported variable, indifferent, or negative results. This is true of the UK, which reports mixed results over time (see below).

5. A crucial question, which is not wholly answered in the evidence, is why this is the case: policy-based explanations include differences in capacity, flexibility and demand-sensitivity, as well as differences in the terms of competition between choice schools and regular state schools.

6. A partial exception to the general rule above is the following: the operation of inter-district or 'Tiebout' choice in the US – which is different in structure to other forms of school choice - is associated consistently with greater achievement and efficiency across regular state schools; in some cases the association is strongest for low-achieving and disadvantaged students.

7. Up-take of choice among parents is generally high; and where choice has been accompanied with new forms of provision there has followed a substantial response on the supply side.

8. Patterns of take-up of choice among different socio-economic groups are different for the various countries: in Sweden, all socio-economic groups have so far been equally likely to attend new choice schools where these have a general educational profile; in the US disadvantaged, minority and low achieving students have in many cases been more likely to attend charter schools, which are often set up with the explicit purpose of catering to these groups.

9. In the UK there is some evidence that schools have responded to the introduction of choice by going in for covert selection and targeting of desired pupils. Take-up of choice by parents (measured in terms of actual pupil movement as well as by various survey and institutional proxies) has, for specific families in specific contexts, been skewed towards more advantaged families: a marked difference in social class was reported between the minority of parents at the extreme ends of the activity scale; up-take has also been skewed towards more advantaged families in non-urban areas, where there are fewer available alternatives and, importantly, fewer options for travel.

10. Overall in the UK, the use of catchment areas is associated with higher levels of segregation than would be expected, taking into account geographical factors, school number and school type. At the same time there is some evidence to suggest that segregation is reduced in areas where choice has been most effective. In short, it appears that integration may be better served under a system of choice than one of catchment areas and distance-based criteria. At the same time, the use of banding criteria was associated with reduced segregation as compared to either of these options.

11. Parents’ choices have caused some schools in the UK to polarise by intake. Again, this was due mainly to non-urban contexts where available alternatives and transport options were more limited, or to schools at the extreme ends of the popularity scale.

12. Studies examining the effect of competition for pupils on state schools in the UK have reached mixed results: those associations that were positive were nevertheless not large. The results have changed over time and it is possible that the situation underlying the measures of competition used has changed (in general these measures rely on school density).
13. The UK has combined choice policies on the demand side with little flexibility on the supply side, which, as a result, has had little scope for responding to parental preferences. In addition the number of school places has declined over time. Flexibility and capacity are therefore two possible explanations for why the results have been less positive than those from countries in which overt selection has been restricted and, importantly, choice has been accompanied by new forms of provision.
for any school, and they had the right to attend any school with spare places. However the operation of parental choice in practice has differed substantially between LEAs, which have implemented varied – and often fairly complicated – arrangements for: expressing and aggregating parental preferences; for admissions criteria in cases of over-subscription; and for provision of school transport for students. Schools are permitted to use various (published) admissions criteria for allocating scarce places, and, in general, LEAs will only provide transport to the nearest school. The admissions process remains fragmented and is generally regarded as placing considerable costs on parents exercising choice.

There have been a number of restrictions on the supply side of school choice in the UK that have applied both to parental choice and its financial consequences for schools. One of these restrictions has been that independent schools have not been permitted systematically to accept state per pupil funding. In addition, flexibility in the state sector has been restricted by a general policy of rationalisation of school places: schools have not (in theory) been permitted to exceed their Planned Admission Numbers (PAN); and no school has been allowed to open, or to expand where places remain in nearby schools (Surplus Places Rule). As a result, it is said that the UK has introduced the components of school choice on the demand side, but that there has nevertheless been little scope for demand sensitivity in UK public education.

1. Have parents exercised school choice?

There is little overall information on the extent to which parents have exercised choice. Parsons et al. used postcode data to investigate the movements of pupils transferring from year six to seven in one LEA between 1991-2 and 1995-6. In general, the level of parental activity in choosing schools was substantial: they report a progressive rise in the number of pupils attending out of catchment schools during the period – from 33% to 39%. [This overall increase was due largely to movement between comprehensives.] However they report large differences in the level of parental activity between, on the one hand, the three rural catchments (which had a mean export rate of 9%), and, on the other, the ‘suburban’ area (33%) and ‘more varied’ area (39%). It is not clear that this situation is representative, however. The situation has also changed over time: for example the number of surplus places in the UK has decreased over the period since choice was introduced.

2. Which parents have exercised choice of school in the UK?

School choice policies bring with them the worry that more advantaged families will be able to monopolise new choices. This is in part because school choice policies in the UK are associated historically with policies that allow for overt selection of pupils by schools. However there are two additional concerns, which are attached more firmly to the issue of choice. The first is that school choice policies extend both the means and the motive for schools to go in for covert – as well as overt – selection of desired pupils. The second is that – whatever schools do – there exist decisive social and financial constraints on parents in exercising choice of school. Both of these, it is argued, may work to ensure that new school choices are monopolised by more advantaged families.

There is a limited amount of direct evidence to suggest that choice has encouraged schools in the UK to go in for covert selection of pupils. Most notably, Gewirtz et al. examine the operation of school choice in three contiguous LEAs in the years 1991 to 1994. On the basis of a variety of sources, including interviews, they conclude that schools in these LEAs responded to the introduction of choice by targeting black students and groups.

Studies have also addressed directly the issue of social and financial constraints on exercising school choice. A group of such studies relate the characteristics of parents to their activity in choosing schools, as measured for example by their answers to surveys. For example, Raab and Adler find that parents who placed official requests for a choice of school not originally allocated to them tended to be higher up the socio-economic scale. Carrol and Walford relate social status to an extensive
set of criteria designating the ‘active chooser’: a significant minority of working-class parents did count as active; however parents from higher social classes were more likely to be judged active\textsuperscript{24}. Finally Taylor reports that, of the 3% of 200 parents in 1995-6 who reported considering more than four schools, private or university-educated parents were over-represented\textsuperscript{25}. The level of variation among the other 97% of parents was relatively low.

A further approach, which amalgamates issues of selection of pupils by schools with the issue of constraints on choosing, is to investigate the extent to which students from different socio-economic groups have actually moved among public schools under choice policy in the UK. For example, Parsons et al. used postcode data to investigate the movements of pupils transferring from year six to seven in one LEA between 1991-2 and 1995-6\textsuperscript{26}. Parsons et al. suggest that take-up of choice by parents has been equitable. However this is on the rather limited grounds that, among the parents choosing out-of-catchment schools, parents living in ‘struggling’ and ‘aspiring’ neighbourhoods were over-represented. [The result depended anyway on the local context, such as whether or not the area was an urban one, which suggests that up-take of choice by parents in non-urban areas may not just be lower, but may also be more skewed by social class.]

By contrast, an early and influential study of pupil movement in Scotland reported that choice has been skewed by socio-economic status. Willins et al. relied on survey answers from 5000 pupils in Fife, as well as 616 parents in 3 LEAs, in reporting that students who moved to schools other than their local were – to a varying extent - more likely to have parents with higher levels of education and more prestigious occupations. Similarly, in Stillman conducted a survey of 1,792 parents in the UK and found, on the basis of distance travelled, that parents more active in choosing schools were likely to be university graduates and successful professionally\textsuperscript{27}.

Perhaps the most detailed examination of this issue is Taylor (2002), who relates pupils’ social status to the probability that they will attend each of the various schools available to them\textsuperscript{28}. He relies on postcode data for just over 30,000 pupils transferring to secondary school in the 1995-6 school year, along with household survey evidence from just over 200 respondents. He reports that parents and children across all social groups exercised choice to some extent, but in some cases activity was skewed towards families at the high end of the socio-economic scale. This was due mainly to a minority of active parents, together with a minority of parents who were especially inactive in the context of general activity. The contrast in social status between these two sets of consumers was quite marked. In addition, take-up of choice by families was more skewed by socio-economic status in non-urban areas, with fewer available alternatives and transport options.

In summary, there is local evidence, particularly in the London area, that schools have responded to the introduction of parental choice by covertly selecting desired pupils. In addition, a number of studies have related measures of parental activity in choosing schools to various measures of socio-economic status: these report that active exercise of choice (of course, all parents in the UK make a formal, or ‘default’ choice) has been skewed towards more advantaged families. In short, there is evidence to support both the worry that the form of choice introduced in UK schools encourages schools to go in for covert selection and the worry that social and financial constraints on making good choices will skew take-up in favour of more advantaged parents. These constraints on choice of schools for disadvantaged families apparently relate both to resources, such as transport, and also to differences in information and motivation between families. With regards to informational and motivational differences, it should be noted that procedures through which parents express choice of school are currently fragmented and in many cases impose considerable costs on parents.

The relationship between socio-economic status and activity in choosing schools is presumably not simply linear. Both the extent of the problem and the possibility of effective solutions depend on the how widely these differences in activity apply, and for which contexts. Taylor suggests that take-up is skewed, but for a ‘minority’ of families at the more extreme ends of the socio-economic scale. For those families in between, take-up has been more representative; in some contexts families with lower socio-economic status have been over-represented. In addition, take-up has been more likely to
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be skewed towards more advantaged parents in non-urban areas, with fewer available alternatives, and transport may be a decisive factor in these contexts.

3. What has been the effect of school on choice on segregation in public schools?

A common criticism of school choice policies is that they lead to increased segregation on dimensions such as ability, socio-economic status and ethnicity. The most intuitive explanation for why this might occur is that more advantaged families will use their monopoly on choice to cluster into better schools. However it is important to note that this is not the only explanation. The issue of segregation is separable in practice from issues of equity in up-take and selection of pupils by schools. In the US, for example, there is evidence that minority and low socio-economic status students have been more likely to exercise choice of charter school, but have thereby segregated themselves within them (see the US section).

The evidence cited as relevant to school choice and segregation in the UK falls into two general classes. On the one hand, there is general evidence on the overall pattern of segregation between state schools over the period since the 1988 ERA was introduced (but not, unfortunately, for a significant period before it was introduced). On the other hand there is evidence that relates changes in segregation more closely to education policy – in some cases to the operation of parental choice.

The overall pattern of segregation since the 1988 ERA

Gorard, Taylor and Fitz have conducted an extensive and influential research programme on the extent and causes of segregation for state schools in England and Wales. Primarily, segregation is measured as the number of pupils that would have to change schools for there to be an equal distribution between schools of children eligible for free school meals. Less extensive data on race, SEN and English as a first language are also used: in general the results are repeated. At the top level the sample includes data for every state-funded school in England and Wales.

They report two patterns in overall segregation by socio-economic status over the period of the study. Along with several well-known studies of segregation in UK education, they find that segregation increased annually between 1995 and 2001, in their estimation from 30% to 33%. [1995 was the first year in which all compulsory secondary school students had enrolled since the introduction of the reforms. ] On the other hand, they also report that segregation decreased between 1989 and 1995 from a high of 35% in January 1989 – a year they take as giving a snapshot of segregation in the UK before choice actually became effective. They conclude that choice has not single-handedly exacerbated segregation over the period since school choice was introduced.

The study has been subject to some methodological criticism. Initially criticism focussed on the proper indices of segregation – an objection that more recently appears to have been abandoned, and replaced instead with disagreements over the results themselves. For this reason they conclude that the overall result may not tell us much about the impact of choice – in either direction - on segregation: any effort to determine the effect that parental choice has had on segregation in the UK needs to relate segregation more directly to education policy and to parental choice.

The relation of segregation to areas of education policy

Within education policy (i.e. within that 10% boundary of explanation) Gorard et al. report factors that are related to parental choice, but which are not strictly identical, and which have a more significant effect on segregation than parental choice per se. They report that the nature and number of local
Alongside siblings and medical or social need, the most commonly used criteria are distance from the school, which is used by 86% of secondary schools in England, and catchment areas – used by 69% of English secondary schools. A number of commentators have suggested that the use of catchment areas exacerbates segregation. This is on the grounds that they act to lock in local patterns of segregation, and that they encourage a mutually determining connection between house prices and school quality.

The relation of segregation to parental choice
The results of studies looking directly at the relation of segregation to the current system of choice have reached mixed conclusions. There is evidence to suggest that parental choice in the UK has worked in line with exam results and evaluations, and that poorly performing schools in particular have experienced limited falls in their pupil rolls.

Two studies set out to examine the impact of the current model of school choice on segregation by ability. Bradley et al. found that schools with improved performance experienced a reduction in their proportion of pupils eligible for free school meals, with schools with poor exam results experiencing the reverse. More recently, in an unpublished presentation, Propper et al. report that an increase in the number of schools, or in the number of ‘good’ schools, in a 10-minute ‘Drive...
Time Zone’ is associated with a decrease in the variability of ability within schools as compared to those within the same competition space\textsuperscript{40}.

Taylor investigates the contribution of parental choice to polarisation of schools by socio-economic intake\textsuperscript{41}. He relates changes in the enrolment of schools to the movement of pupils transferring from primary to secondary school in eight representative LEAs. He reports a complex conclusion. On the one hand choice apparently has lead to polarisation by intake of some schools; on the other, the overall effect of pupils’ movements under parental choice was apparently greater integration by socio-economic status. The direction of the result was influenced importantly by the context in which choice was taking place.

The positive effect of choice on integration generally applied for fairly attractive schools, with average exam results. On the other hand, Taylor reports that there were a number of schools at the top and bottom end of the quality spectrum whose intakes comprised students from more and more prosperous (top) and more and more disadvantaged backgrounds (bottom). For the most attractive schools, this was brought about by especially active parents, with high levels of social and cultural capital. In the least attractive schools it was due more to a combination of parents with relatively low levels of social and cultural capital, who did not participate in choice, as well as a number of more advantaged parents who sent their children elsewhere.

In these cases, it appears that basic differences between families in terms activity and efficacy in making choices has, as critics suggest, contributed to polarisation of school by socio-economic intake. In addition, Taylor reports that polarisation was more likely to take place in non-urban areas, with fewer available alternatives and options for transport. On a ‘pessimistic’ estimate, 38\% of the schools studied polarised to some extent by intake; however Taylor suggests that in reality the number that polarised ‘significantly’ was smaller than this suggests. The majority of schools that polarised by intake were from the bottom rather then the top tier.

\textbf{In summary,} the relative contribution of choice to segregation (and education policy more generally) is small as compared to those determinants of segregation that lie outside education policy. Judging by the measure of overall socio-economic segregation employed, choice has not single-handedly exacerbated segregation in the UK; however, by itself, this leaves the relation between choice and segregation fairly indeterminate.

All other things being equal, the use of catchment areas is associated with greater segregation and the use of banding criteria is associated with decreased segregation. Finally, segregation is sensitive to the nature of local schools. It is not yet clear exactly why this is so, although it is plausible that selection is a factor. Whatever the exact explanation, segregation under choice has clearly been sensitive to the make-up of the supply side, and this is an important policy point for the issue of choice and segregation.

Those studies that relate school composition more directly to parental choice have reached mixed conclusions. There is some evidence that parental choice has lead to increased stratification by ability: it appears that schools have experienced decreases in the proportion of students eligible for Free School Meals at the same time as making gains on exam results - and vice versa; another study found that greater school density is associated with a decrease in the variability of ability between schools.

On segregation by socio-economic status, a smaller-scale study reports both that students’ movements under choice have worked to decrease segregation overall, and that they

\begin{quote}
\textbf{There is some evidence that parental choice has lead to increased stratification by ability: it appears that schools have experienced decreases in the proportion of students eligible for Free School Meals at the same time as making gains on exam results – and vice versa.}
\end{quote}
have caused some schools to polarise by socio-economic intake. That some polarisation should have occurred is consistent with studies reporting that activity in exercising choice has been skewed towards more advantaged families. In general, polarisation has been due to parents at the more extreme ends of the activity scale, and has taken place in schools at the more extreme ends of the achievement scale - particularly in poorly performing schools. Where polarisation has occurred, it appears that the central causes have been brute differences in motivation between parents and differential access to transport and available alternatives in non-urban areas.

4. What has been the effect of choice on academic standards and efficiency in schools; and how have any costs or benefits in these areas been distributed across different pupils?

As with the debate on choice and segregation, the evidence relevant to standards and efficiency either gives a general account of changes in exam results over the period post 1988, or attempts to relate educational outcomes more directly to parental choice. Studies from both categories are presented below.

Overall changes in exam results

There is disagreement within the literature on how exam results have changed over the period since school choice was introduced in the UK. Commentators tend to agree that, on average, exam results have improved: instead the controversy is over the performance of students at the bottom of the achievement scale.

In an early study covering the years 1992 to 1996, West and Pennell report that the average point score of pupils at GCSE and GNVQ improved over the period. However they also report evidence of polarisation by achievement: the score for the top tenth of pupils increased by 7%; the score for the bottom tenth fell by 13%. Similarly, a study by Gibson and Asthana reports a widening gap in performance at GCSE between the top and bottom 10% of English schools over the period 1994 to 1998. Gorard et al. have raised doubts about these results, on the grounds that they report percentage point differences without accounting properly for the size of the underlying figures from which they are derived. Using an alternative method for aggregating the results, they argue instead that, although a large gap remains, GCSE attainment for the lowest achievers has improved over the period 1989 – 2001 and that (slightly artificially) the gap between the highest and lowest achievers has narrowed.

In an influential study Howard Glennerster discovers similar trends in the national attainment tests, which he uses to assess indirectly the effects of the quasi market (per pupil spending and average class sizes remained roughly static over the period and so the results are taken as indicating the efficiency of state schools). The tests were introduced fully in 1995 and are taken by all pupils at ages 7, 11, 14 and 16, in Maths, English and Science. Glennerster finds that the percentage of pupils reaching a given level of achievement rose steadily over the period. The occasional blip aside, this applies for all subjects, at all levels and across all five years. The lowest-performing schools showed the greatest improvements by 2001, and the same was true when schools were ranked according to the wealth of the area.

All of these results, including the more positive results, have generated some controversy. A central objection has been that the ‘closing gap’ effect reported in the later studies... has been called into question. ‘There are anecdotal accounts of teaching to the test and even of outright fraud’.

Moreover it has been suggested that the results may be the artefacts of deficiencies or changes in the nature of assessment. Acknowledging the assessment problem, Gorard and Taylor attempt a ‘preliminary’ consideration of the effects of the choice reforms by comparing the performance of state-funded schools with the fee-paying sector - the reasoning being that although the ERA reforms only impacted on the state sector, any changes in the nature of assessment would have affected both sectors equally. They find that GCSE results have indeed risen relative to the fee-paying sector (and as above, that the gap between top and bottom overall has closed). They acknowledge the possibility of a ‘ceiling effect’. In addition
they are fairly agnostic on the extent to which choice was the cause of any improvements. As with the issue of segregation, if we take the positive results at face value then we reach the conclusion that low achievers have improved in exams under a policy of parental choice. However the precise relation of choice to any improvements remains unclear.

Glennerster addresses the issue of resources for state schools, finding that per pupil spending and class sizes remained roughly static over the period 1995 to 2001. However, it is also argued that outcomes may be part of a longer-term trend, or the result of any of the numerous policy initiatives introduced over the period. Importantly the Numeracy and Literacy hours were introduced over the period and there is evidence – along with a widespread belief – that these have contributed substantially to improvements. In addition, there is also the possibility that those policies that naturally accompany choice, but which may nevertheless be implemented separately – such as assessment or flexibility for schools – may have made their own contribution to improvements. For these reasons, and again, if we are to get beyond the conclusion that the introduction of choice has not single-handedly counteracted a general trend towards equity in exam results, we have to try and relate changes in standards more directly to the operation of parental choice.

The relation of performance and efficiency to school choice
A number of studies have attempted to do just this, with mixed results. Levaêët relates longitudinal data from over 300 schools taken between 1990 and 1998 to two different measures of competition: the first takes in a variety of structural data to determine the number of schools within an ‘Appropriate Area of Competition’; the second is a measure of ‘perceived’ competition, which is based on the opinions of headmasters collected by Levaêët in survey and interviews. She finds that one measure of ‘perceived’ competition – five or more ‘perceived’ competitors – is consistently associated with improvements of between 4 and 5.5 percentage points in the percentage of pupils obtaining five or more GCSEs at A* to C by the end of the period. By contrast, the density measure of school choice (number of schools within an AAC) had so significant impact on performance.

An influential study by Bradley et al. relates the relative efficiency of all schools in England to the number of schools of different types within a two-kilometre radius. The period studied is 1993 to 1997. Schools are judged more or less efficient depending on their attendance rate and their proportion of GCSE grades A* – C

Schools are judged more or less efficient depending on their attendance rate and their proportion of GCSE grades A* – C

An influential study by Bradley et al. relates the relative efficiency of all schools in England to the number of schools of different types within a two-kilometre radius. The period studied is 1993 to 1997. Schools are judged more or less efficient depending on their attendance rate and their proportion of GCSE grades A* – C, taking into account the proportion of students on free school meals and the proportion of qualified staff, along with various characteristics of the schools (including whether or not they are selective), their funding, and their local areas or authority. The association is not large, but Bradley finds that the greater degree of competition schools faced, the greater their relative efficiency. There is also some suggestive evidence that the schools with the lowest relative efficiencies in 1993 tended to gain the most over the period.

In a later study Bradley and Taylor reach a similar result for the period 1993 to 1999. This time they use individual data from the Youth Cohort Study for England and Wales, as well as school-level data. Efficiency is now the proportion of pupils attaining five or more GCSEs at A* – C, taking into account the proportion of full time staff, while competition is measured in terms of lagged response to exam performance in other schools. The competition measure is associated positively with school performance and school efficiency (although, again, the effects are small). The effect was twice as large in metropolitan areas.

These last micro-studies of the effects of choice on efficiency ‘suggest that at least some of the [overall] efficiency improvements can be directly attributed to the competitive pressures arising from the operation of the quasi-market’. However, more recently, in an unpublished presentation Propper et al. reach a less positive conclusion. They use data from the period 1996 through to 2001 to relate the number of
School choice: the US

The various forms of school choice in the US

School choice operates in a variety of different forms in the US, many of which have been studied. Choice through the housing market, or ‘Tiebout’ choice, is generally acknowledged as the most influential, and the most commonly exercised, form of parental choice in the US. However, parental choice also operates in the US through charter schools, private schools, voucher, and open enrolment policies. Choice is also likely to expand throughout the US as a result of the federal No Child Left Behind Act (NCLBA), which exposes schools failing to make ‘Adequate Yearly Progress’ (AYP) to various forms of corrective action, including parental choice.

These different forms of choice in the US have produced a large number of evaluative studies, which are reviewed below. Some of these look at conditional school choice in the US, as embodied in the NCLBA, is a major practical inspiration for Tony Wright and Pauline Ngan’s suggested ‘Public Service Guarantees’ (Wright, T and Ngan, P., ’A new social contract: from targets to rights in public services’, Fabian Ideas 610, The Fabian Society 2004).

Several studies have attempted to relate parental choice to both achievement and efficiency in public schools. In general the proxy for parental choice and competition is the density of schools within a given area. These studies report fairly small, and mixed, effects. In the light of small effects – in any direction – it should be kept in mind that school choice in the UK has operated with a number of constraints on the responsiveness of the supply side and with a decline in the number of surplus places since 1988. A reported, positive, association between competition and efficiency was strongest in metropolitan areas.

In summary, then, overall changes in exam results show improvements for lower-achieving students over the period since the 1998 ERA. A slightly artificial by-product is that the gap in achievement on exams has closed over the period. State schools have improved on exams relative to the fee-paying sector and their resources appear to have remained roughly constant over the period. Choice has therefore not interrupted a trend towards greater equity in exam achievement; however the relation of parental choice to these improvements is unclear.

At present the paper is in unpublished draft form as a result of a power-point presentation on a related topic, found at: http://www.bris.ac.uk/Depts/CMPO/events/workshops/education2/education2main.htm, and is still being revised.

Choice: the evidence

54 Charter schools are essentially de-regulated public schools: various bodies make a commitment to meet the goals set out in their charter; in exchange they receive public funding and a degree of flexibility. Beyond this, charter schools vary a great deal (see below).

any studies of open enrolment policies in the US, which are sometimes designed to introduce contestability between public schools. However there are a large number of studies on the effect on public schools of choice through the housing market. These come with caveats attached, in particular that the operation of ‘Tiebout’ choice in the US is mediated by the American system of public school finance, which relies heavily on local property taxes. Nevertheless, they may prove interesting on the issue of parental choice within the public sector.

It is arguable that, of the forms of choice in the US which have been studied (so excluding open enrolment policies); only charter schools are relevant to issues of equity in take-up of choice by parents, and to issues of segregation. Voucher policies in the US generally restrict choice to a sub-set of disadvantaged students, which will clearly have an effect on these issues. Moreover, targeted choice policies of this kind have traditionally been dismissed in the UK as inherently limited and divisive (although the idea of restricting choice to students in failing schools has recently been mooted): for this reason we exclude information on take-up and segregation for voucher policies and look only at their competitive effects on public schools. Inter-district choice and private school choice, by contrast, are formally open to all comers; however it is clear that they impose larger costs on parents and pupils than choices that do not require parents to pay fees or to move house (they also impose weaker incentives on schools – see below). For these reasons, we have excluded information on take-up and segregation for these, and have again only looked at studies relating to their competitive impact on public schools.

All of the studies below are cited as revealing the effects of competition on public schools, and for that reason they are all included here. However it is only for charter schools – dealt with first – that we include information on take-up and segregation.

Charter Schools

Charter schools are public schools established through contracts, either with a state agency or a local school board. They are run by a variety of different entities, from for-profit organisations to parents - the point being that flexibility is traded in return for public funding and a commitment to meet the goals and requirements set out in the charter.

Charters are subject to the same rules on church-state relations and discrimination as public schools. They are not permitted to charge fees, nor are they allowed to select students by ability.

Charter schools vary a great deal, and beyond the above characterisation it is not clear that much can be said about them that is both general and useful. This has been a problem particularly for those studies evaluating the performance of charter schools – especially because they have such different social and pedagogical emphases. It is also a problem for anyone relying on charter schools in general to get an idea of the effects on equity in up-take, on segregation, and on competitive effects on public schools. Ideally, an investigation of these issues would relate each result to its particular circumstances. We have attempted this to some extent, particularly for the issue of competition, however to do so fully would take up too much time and space. For this reason it is worth emphasising at this point the variations that exist between charter school policies, both within and between states.

The type of students that choose charter schools, the effect of charter schools on segregation, and the competitive effects of charter schools on public schools will depend on a number of different features, many of which apply also to voucher policies. These include:

- the social and pedagogical emphasis of the charter schools
- charter schools’ admissions criteria
- the proportion of students within a given area that attend charter schools
- the total number of charter schools that can be created and the total proportion of students allowed to attend them
- whether or not charter schools can be newly created or converted from existing public or private schools
- the body that approves charter schools and their funding
- the availability of start-up, planning, or facilities funding
- the proportion of funding that follows students to charter schools
Keeping these factors in mind, we now examine the evidence on charter schools that relates to our four questions.

1. Have parents exercised choice of charter school?

We have encountered little detailed research on the expansion of charter schools, and in particular on the areas in which they are most likely to be established (again, this in fact varies). Across the US in 2002-02, 1.2% of students were enrolled in a total of 2,348 charter schools. The largest enrolments by state were: District of Columbia (9.2%), Arizona – called the ‘Wild West’ of charter school regulation (6.7%)\(^{66}\), Michigan (3.8%), Colorado (3.3%) and California (2.2%)\(^{57}\).

2. Which parents have been more likely to exercise choice of charter schools?

There are a large number of state-specific evaluations of charter school schemes that relate to issues of choice and segregation. In general these offer static, cross-sectional comparisons of the racial or socio-economic make-up of charter schools compared to conventional public schools in a given state or local area (and so are used both to assess whether choice has been skewed towards particular families and to assess the contribution of charter schools to segregation). Neither is a perfect measure and they can mask large underlying differences between schools. Unsurprisingly, these state-level studies tend to reach different conclusions, related closely to the circumstances of the schools.

As above, it is difficult to reach any general conclusion here. Returning to the five states above, there is evidence to suggest: that charter schools in Columbia are not creaming the top pool of applicants\(^{56}\); that charter schools in Arizona are not either\(^{56}\) but that they are selecting white students and are responsible for a 2% drop in the proportion of these students in conventional public schools\(^{56}\); that Michigan charter schools serve a greater proportion of minorities than either the state or their local districts\(^{51}\), but (on the basis of half of their charter schools) serve a slightly lower percentage of low-income students than their surrounding districts\(^{52}\); that Colorado charter schools in general tend to enrol fewer minority and poor students\(^{63}\) and tend not to reflect the diversity of public schools in the state as a whole\(^{64}\); and finally that California charter schools serve a higher proportion of lower-performing students\(^{56}\), along with a roughly equal proportion of black and Hispanic students\(^{67}\).

Some studies have focused specifically on the question of whether students are more likely to enrol in charter schools if they are high or low achievers. Hanushek, Rivkin et al. use data for Texas to look at future charter school students’ achievement while they were in public schools, comparing them to other students in the same grade and school\(^{68}\). They find that future charter school students do worse than their peers in both reading and maths. Hoxby conducts a similar exercise in Chicago, this time comparing students’ annual gains. Future charter school students’ annual gains are 20% smaller in maths and 30% smaller in reading.

Finally, the data on Edison schools (a for-profit company that managed charter schools), which operate(d) in 23 states, suggests that Edison schools also experienced negative selection of students: Edison students score 12 national percentile points below other students in their districts and are 11% less likely to be judged proficient on criterion-referenced tests; moreover, for the four states for which there is longitudinal data prior to entry is available, their individual trajectories are more negative, prior to entry, than students in the public schools from which they are drawn\(^{69}\). [This is not surprising, given that Edison specialises in providing education to disadvantaged students.]

Hoxby also provides more aggregated evidence on selection and choice by race. She looks at all charter schools in operation for the 2000-01 school year, generating an odds ratio that any given student is black, Hispanic or poor, relative to the district in which the charter school is located, or relative to the public school that is physically closest. In both the district and the school comparisons, ‘the odds ratio is smaller than one for white students and Asian students; substantially larger than one for black students; slightly larger than one for Hispanic
students; and substantially larger than one for poor students’. Although these are of course imperfect exercises, she concludes that the evidence strongly suggests that charter schools are ‘not cream-skimming in any conventional racial, ethnic or economic way’. On the basis of this evidence it appears that charter schools are accepting disproportionately minority and poorer students.

In summary, local studies of charter school choice produce different results on the extent to which choice has been exercised by students of different race, socio-economic status, and ability. More aggregated studies of charter schools and Edison schools suggest that ethnic minorities and low-achievers are more likely to enrol in charter schools.

3. What has been the effect of charter school choice on segregation in public education?

Consistent with the more aggregated evidence on who exercises choice of charter school, a recent and influential study has suggested that racial minorities in the US are tending to segregate themselves within them70. The study looks at the make-up by race of charter schools in the 16 states with statewide enrolments of over 5,000 students in 2000-01. These states accounted for 94.5% of the charter school population. At the state level, charter schools enrol higher percentages of black students and lower percentages of white students relative to non-charter public schools. This pattern is essentially repeated for other minorities and at other levels of analysis. There are also pockets of white isolation, where white students are as isolated in charter schools as black students are elsewhere. The authors suggest that minority students are isolating themselves within charter schools, as does an earlier, smaller study.

This study addresses only the issue of segregation by race. However it makes the important point that the question of whether school choice is likely to exacerbate segregation in schools is separate in practice to the question of whether more advantaged families are likely to monopolise new choices. The way in which students will distribute themselves across schools under a policy of choice will therefore depend not only on issues of equity and selection, but also on social conditions more generally, and on the nature of the supply side (many charter schools are set up with the express purpose of catering for disadvantaged, low-achieving or minority students).

4. The effect of charter school competition on regular public schools

Studies examining the effect on public schools of competition from charter schools have been undertaken in Arizona (6.7% of pupils enrolled), Michigan (3.8%), as well as in Texas (1.1%) and North Carolina (1.4%).

An early study by Bettinger explores the effect of charter school competition on Michigan public schools72. As a proxy for competition from new charter schools, Bettinger uses proximity to one of ten universities where the governor appoints the board; he then relates this to public school pass rates. Bettinger finds that charter schools in Michigan attract students that have lower pre-charter scores than students in neighbouring public schools. This produces a mechanical increase in public school test scores when students leave for charter schools; however despite this, Bettinger finds a small, significant and negative association between competition from charter schools and relative pass rates in public schools. This is in contrast to Hoxby who, in a later study, finds that charter schools in Michigan have a positive effect on performance and productivity in public schools. In the same study she finds similar, larger, effects for Arizona.

Hoxby relates academic outcomes in Arizona and Michigan public schools to district enrolment in charter schools73. As a proxy for competition from new charter schools, Bettinger uses proximity to one of ten universities where the governor appoints the board; he then relates this to public school pass rates. Bettinger finds that charter schools in Michigan attract students that have lower pre-charter scores than students in neighbouring public schools. This produces a mechanical increase in public school test scores when students leave for charter schools; however despite this, Bettinger finds a small, significant and negative association between competition from charter schools and relative pass rates in public schools. This is in contrast to Hoxby who, in a later study, finds that charter schools in Michigan have a positive effect on performance and productivity in public schools. In the same study she finds similar, larger, effects for Arizona.

Hoxby relates academic outcomes in Arizona and Michigan public schools to district enrolment in charter schools73. Controlling for a variety of factors, she finds that Michigan and Arizona public schools that faced 6% enrolment in charter schools made considerable gains each year on national tests. In both cases the improvement trends were significantly better than in the period before charter school choice was properly introduced (6% district enrolment), and significantly better than the improvements made by public schools that did not face the possibility of students leaving for charter schools.

In North Carolina, charter schools are legally independent of the school district. They can be approved by local school boards, by the state university or by the state board of education; however all cases must finally be passed by the state board. They are obliged to provide free transportation for all
students living within the district, but also for those living over one and a half miles from the school. Charter schools receive 100% of district funding. In 1996 there were no charter schools in North Carolina: in 1999 there were 100; and in 2000 1% of North Carolina’s public students were enrolled. In two studies, Holmes relates public school performance to a number of measures of charter school competition, generally based on distance. He finds that a greater number of charter schools within a given distance is associated with better test performance in public schools. The effect wears off as distance increases.

As in a number of states, charter schools in Texas differ in their relations to school districts. ‘Open enrolment’ charter schools in Texas are legally separate from the district and receive their funding from the state. 100% of district per pupil funding follows students from public schools to charter schools. They must provide the transport that school districts are legally obliged to provide. In 2000 there were 200 open enrolment charter schools with approximately 47,599 students. Controlling for a range of possible factors, Bohle et al. relate charter schools enrolment and district charter school concentration to average pass rates and average daily attendance. There is a small, but not statistically significant, association between greater enrolment and pass rates. There is a slightly negative association for the number of charter schools; however the author suggests that this is due to the fact that charter schools are in many cases more likely to set up where public school quality is poor.

**In summary**, in all but one study, competition from charter schools is associated with improved public school performance, although the effects are not always significant or large.

---

**In 1996 there were no charter schools in North Carolina: in 1999 there were 100; and in 2000 1% of North Carolina’s public students were enrolled**

---

The competitive effects on public schools of ‘traditional’ forms of school choice: private school choice and choice through the housing market

Within the school choice literature in the US there are a large number of studies investigating the effects of ‘traditional’ forms of school choice: choice of independent school, or choice between school districts – exercised through the housing market. These forms of choice have been around for a long time, and commentatores have suggested that they might therefore shed light on the long-term effects of extended choice in the public sector.

More specifically, it is argued that they can tell us about the long-term effects of competition on public education. These choices are of course importantly different to extended choice in public education: because they both impose weaker incentives on public schools (because they lose funding less directly than newer forms of school choice) and larger costs on parents and pupils (because they have to pay fees, exercise choice through the housing market, and so on). For this reason we leave out the usual questions of which families have been more likely to take advantage of choice, and what has been the effect of parental choice on segregation.

In addition, it is worth emphasising that choice of school through the housing market operates differently in the US than in the UK. The influence of inter-district choice in the US is mediated by the American system of public school finance, which relies heavily on local property taxes. Most importantly, it is also worth remembering that, compared with the UK, the US has a much larger supply of low-cost private schools (85% of which are religiously affiliated): the lack of low-cost private providers of education in the UK present unique difficulties for policies designed to expand the supply side of public education. Nevertheless, it is argued that a general competitive effect may be apparent. If these more traditional forms of competition improve public schools despite the additional costs they impose on low-income families, then this adds weight to the argument that choice can work to improve quality across the board in public education.

**Effects of competition between public and private schools**

There are a number of studies in the US that assess the impact
of competition from private schools on public school quality and efficiency. Caroline Hoxby has studied this issue, as part of a particularly influential programme of research into the effects of various forms of competition on US public schools. Hoxby finds that, in metropolitan areas, private school enrolment is associated consistently with better performance among public school students (including outcomes such as earnings later in life) and greater efficiency among public schools.

On the other hand, the majority of reports reach less positive conclusions. Studies at the state level have generally reported no significant association between measures of competition from private schools and public school quality. Although Couch et al. (1993) find that increased private school enrolment is associated with higher test scores in North Carolina public schools, Newmark (1995), who repeats the experiment and finds no significant results for twelve other specifications, suggests that the original result is not sufficiently robust. At the state level, a number of other studies have also found no significant results, in Texas, Illinois and Georgia; or they have found neutral effects, for example in Washington.

In Florida, the association between measures of private school choice and public school quality were negative: an early study found that increased private school enrolment was associated with a decrease in public school results the following year; a later study produced re-estimates of the Florida data, this time looking at the effects across high and low-income districts. For high-income districts the results were ambiguous; for low-income districts they were substantial and negative.

Kang and Greene have in a recent study related the number of private schools in New York state counties, to public schools’ efficiency in producing various outputs. They find that competition from private schools is associated with greater efficiency in some cases; however, the effects are inconsistent and vary depending on which measure is used.

In summary, the association between various measures of private school competition and public school quality and efficiency is mixed in these studies. Although Hoxby consistently reports a positive association, the majority report indifferent results. In addition, one study reports negative effects for low-income districts.

Effects of choice though the housing market on public schools

The other ‘traditional’ form of choice that exists in the US is choice through the housing market, or ‘Tiebout choice’. Because of district consolidation and changes in States’ school finance arrangements, parents in the US now have less opportunity than they did to exercise Tiebout choice. Nevertheless, Tiebout choice is still the most common and the most influential form of school choice in the US and a number of US studies have attempted to relate the quality or efficiency of public schools to the degree of inter-district choice available to their parents.

Hoxby finds that increased Tiebout choice is associated with raised achievement and lower spending within metropolitan areas in the US. The effects are not significantly different for lower or higher income families; however there is some suggestive evidence that the effects are larger for better-off, non-minority families. Unlike private school choice, in the case of inter-district choice, these positive effects are also echoed in the majority of studies. In another cross-state study, Marlow finds that a greater number of schools and school districts are associated to some degree with higher public education spending, but also with better achievement among public school students and lower dropout rates. Finally Husted and Kenny relate states’ achievement in SAT to the proportion of education expenditures funded at the state level (a proxy for government – monopoly – intervention). They report mixed effects, but find in general that the monopoly measure is associated with lower test scores.

At the state-level, the majority of studies of inter-district choice also report positive associations with public school performance.

In contrast, Hanushek and Rivkin have, in an influential study, found positive associations between inter-district choice on the one hand and student achievement and teacher quality on the other. Studies’ value-added achievement is related to the concentration of students by district and by school across 27 ‘Metropolitan Statistical Areas’ (MSAs) in Texas. There is little evidence of a significant relationship for the smaller MSAs. However, for the five largest MSAs the association is...
Maine, these states are also unusual in not allowing private schools to ask parents to pay more than the voucher amount.

Milwaukee and Florida

The vast majority of voucher schemes in the US restrict the offer of vouchers to a specific group of pupils. This is true of Milwaukee and Florida, as well as the majority of the voucher programmes not included in this review. In Milwaukee, vouchers are offered only to students whose family income is at or below 175% of the federal poverty line level of income. [As a rule this means any student eligible for a free or reduced price lunch, which works out at around 185% of the poverty line level of income.] In Florida, vouchers are restricted to all students in schools that receive an ‘F’ two years out of four on the Florida C Assessment Test (FCAT). In Milwaukee, parents can take their voucher to private schools, including religious schools. In Florida, families eligible for a voucher can transfer to public or private schools.

Favourable studies of these targeted schemes have been particularly influential in the UK. This is not so much because advocates of choice in the UK generally favour targeted schemes, as because advocates have argued – some say rather ambitiously – that the positive results from these programmes demonstrate that choice schemes can be designed to benefit the worse-off, even in cases where it is made available to all service users. In this way these studies have been particularly influential for those advocating choice on left-wing grounds.

In summary, the availability of choice through the housing market is associated fairly consistently with positive outcomes for the performance and the efficiency of public schools. In one case the gains were substantial only for low-achieving students. Given the absence of any studies of open enrolment policies between public schools (which are sometimes competitive), choice through the housing market is the only form of parental choice in the US to produce results for choice between regular public schools. The crucial question, given fairly positive outcomes is: what is it about choice across these administrative, legal and fiscal divides that produces effects; and to what extent can these conditions be re-produced between public schools within these boundaries?

The competitive effects on public schools of voucher policies

Effective, publicly funded voucher programmes operate in: Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Cleveland, Ohio; Florida; Vermont; Maine and Georgia. In addition, there are several private scholarship funds, the most notable being Children First America and the Children’s Scholarship Fund. Out of the voucher schemes, Milwaukee, Florida, Vermont, Maine and Georgia are the most relevant for our purposes, since it is only for those schemes that research has addressed the impact of choice on public schools. With the exception of Vermont and

1997 The voucher value in 2003 exceeded almost 40% of the participating schools’ per pupil costs.

96 See the Education Commission of the United States for details of all programmes.
three-fold; the number of students increased almost four-fold. In 2002 there were approximately 100 schools and 11,156 students participating in the programme.49

The degree of voucher competition faced by Milwaukee public schools depends on the proportion of their pupils eligible for free school meals. Taking a variety of other factors into account, two sets of studies have found that a greater proportion of students on free school meals has been associated with better academic performance in Milwaukee public schools since the introduction of the voucher programme. This does not apply before the 1998 Supreme Court decision: studying the program in its early years before the program was upheld, Chakrabarti found that competition bore no significant relation to improvement; and although there were some positive shifts in schools with pupils eligible for vouchers, the school with the most pupils eligible improved the least. However Chakrabarti found a stronger association after the programme was upheld, and this conclusion is repeated in a very influential study of the Milwaukee scheme by Hoxby.50

Milwaukee public schools are classed by Hoxby according to the number of their students eligible for a voucher. The schools ‘most treated’ by competition had over two thirds of students eligible for vouchers. The ‘somewhat treated’ schools had less than two thirds (but over 25%), and the ‘untreated’ schools – a control group of similar schools from an area of Wisconsin where the voucher was inapplicable - had no students eligible. While the improvement gains remained flat or unimpressive in the control schools between 1997 and 2002, Hoxby finds that the ‘most treated’ and somewhat treated’ public schools generated sizeable gains on their pre-competition scores in national exams, with the largest improvements in the ‘more treated’ schools; this is despite their having many more pupils that were African American, Hispanic or eligible for free school meals.

Because the programme restricts choice specifically to low-income families, it could be objected that these improvements are explained largely in terms of low-income students leaving public schools.50 For Milwaukee, Hoxby addresses this point explicitly: assuming that the scheme drew the very worst-performing pupils from Milwaukee public schools,

In Florida any schools receiving an ‘F’ two out of four years on the FCAT become eligible for various kinds of corrective action

she argues that ‘the departure of voucher students could not account for more than 25% of the actual improvement in Milwaukee public school achievement’.51

In Florida any schools receiving an ‘F’ two out of four years on the FCAT become eligible for various kinds of corrective action, which includes – but is not limited to – the offer of vouchers to its students for public or private schools. The vouchers are worth the lesser of per pupil spending in the public schools (currently $6,232) or the private school cost. For private schools, families can continue to use vouchers until the children reach the final grade level of the schools they are attending. In the 2002-03 year of the FCAT, 129 schools had received at least one ‘F’; students in 10 schools had become eligible for vouchers since the grading of schools began in 1998. Of the 9,000 pupils eligible for vouchers in 2002, 577 have switched to private schools and 900 had gone to other public schools.52

Greene, and also Chakrabarti, has found that ‘F’ schools experienced higher annual gains in achievement compared to schools that performed better on the FCAT.53 Both authors, but particularly Chakrabarti, take into account a variety of alternative explanations, arguing that the threat of vouchers must explain a substantial proportion of the gains in achievement. This claim has proved very controversial. For Greene’s study in particular, commentators have questioned the accuracy of the statistical estimates; however the central objection is that the gains may be due instead to the financial aid or to the ‘stigma’ associated with poor performance. Critic add weight to this argument by pointing out that Browne and Ladd found similar results for schools performing poorly on the Texas and North Carolina’s assessment schemes, which do not impose vouchers on their failing public schools.54
Controlling for a number of different factors, Gary et al. relate competition to public school test scores, to students being held back a year, and to teachers’ ratings of school readiness. They find that competition is associated consistently with positive outcomes. However, the outcomes associated with private school competition are different to those associated with public school competition: private school competition is associated with improvements in grades and retention, but does not significantly affect teachers’ assessments of school readiness; by contrast, competition from public schools has no significant association with grades, but is positively related to retention and school readiness.

In summary, competition from voucher schools is associated fairly consistently with improvements in public schools. The targeted schemes have generally been the most influential, and have reported large improvements. No studies report a negative association.
School choice: New Zealand

The policy
New Zealand’s school choice reforms were introduced with the 1989 Education Reform Act. Studies of school choice in New Zealand are potentially interesting for the UK because they report effects of choice between regular public schools. Such studies in the UK reported mixed results and the majority of studies from other countries usually address the effects of new forms of school choice such as vouchers for independent schools. One of the problems with the studies of the UK reforms was that the reforms did not go as far as some advocates deemed necessary – in terms of parental choice, its financial implications for schools and also in terms of schools’ flexibility in responding to them. Research from New Zealand could therefore shed light on the potential consequences of more radical forms of choice between public schools in the UK.

Unfortunately, not only is there very little research from New Zealand (see below), but it is arguable that the New Zealand parental choice reforms went less far than those in the UK.

School choice in New Zealand has, for example, been constrained by a version of the Surplus Places Rule imposed in the UK, which prevents schools from expanding effectively where spare places remain in local schools. In addition there have been other restrictions in New Zealand on parental choice, on funding and on budgetary flexibility for schools.

The original intention – certainly of the Picot Taskforce, whose recommendations informed the Act – was that compulsory education should be arranged on the choice of provider model: parents would be able to choose freely between government schools; a substantial proportion of funding would follow pupils to and from schools; and schools would have some flexibility in their use of funding, with budgets for important materials held at the level of the individual school. Not all of these conditions were implemented fully. There is much more controversy than usual over New Zealand on how far the reforms went in practice, and whether or not the reforms have amounted to a ‘real’ choice scheme, and as a result we have found no decisive answers on the practical implications of the reforms. [The more detailed evidence on these questions is summarised in the footnotes.] However it does seem plausible that they were constrained in ways that prevent New Zealand from indicating the potential effects of more radical parental choice between public schools in the UK.

Neither the costs of teachers’ salaries, nor all central support services were devolved to school budgets. It was a voluntary option for schools to become ‘bulk funded’, in which case they would have flexibility on these issues; however ‘bulk funding’ was abolished in 2000, and at the height of the initiative, in 1999, only 31% of schools had signed up for a devolved budget. In addition there is an unsettled disagreement within the literature on the extent to which funding followed pupils under the reforms, with one study showing the connection between enrolment and funding in primary schools going in various directions. Finally, the arrangements for allocating school places were variable, and either allowed schools to produce their own admissions procedures, which were then approved by the Secretary of State for Education, or placed heavy emphasis on ‘zones of right’ around schools.

1. Did parents exercise choice?
It appears that parents did increasingly exercise choice of school following the introduction of open enrolment in 1991. From 1990 to 1991 - when students within the ‘home zone’ of a school were guaranteed a place at a reasonably convenient school, in 2000 the Education Amendment Act again required schools to enrol in zone students; after that extra places were allocated according to a set of priorities set out in the Act; finally, remaining places were allocated by ballot. For a full account of the many changes see: LaRocque, N. and Kaye, J. ‘Enrolment Scheme Provisions in New Zealand’, Briefing Paper no. 3, Education Forum 2002
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schools almost halved between 1990 and 1993\textsuperscript{112}. In general it appears that schools experienced considerable volatility in all components of income in the period following the reforms\textsuperscript{113}. This has made some schools extremely cautious over investment; however the extent to which volatility in any of these various sources of income has to do with parental choice is unclear.

2. Which parents exercised choice?

Much of the evidence relevant to this question focussed on the characteristics of the schools that tended to gain or lose pupils during the period following the reforms. For example, various commentators have reported that schools with lower socio-economic ‘decile rankings’ have been more likely to experience falls in enrolment than schools with higher decile rankings, which generally experienced rises in enrolment. Fiske and Ladd examine enrolment changes in the Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch areas from 1991 to 1996. They found that enrolment fell significantly in 1 – 3 decile schools (in some cases over 30%) and that enrolment rose by about 5% in 8 – 10 decile schools\textsuperscript{114}. Similarly, Ainsworth et al. report that, in Christchurch, state schools with the lowest socio-economic decile rankings were more likely to experience declining enrolment\textsuperscript{115}. Looking at the period 1995 to 1998, Fiske and Ladd also report that schools with a greater proportion of minorities experienced greater declines in enrolment, taking into account other factors likely to affect enrolment\textsuperscript{116}.

Although the overall picture suggests some polarisation, by itself this may tell us fairly little about which parents exercised choice or about the effect of parental choice on segregation. The main burden of evidence on these questions has fallen on a (now very controversial) study conducted by Waslander and Thrupp, which looks at 11 schools over the period 1990 to 1993\textsuperscript{117}.

Waslander and Thrupp detect a fairly large increase over the period in the number of pupils attending an ‘adjacent’ school; that is, a school that was not their local but was nevertheless not ‘distant’. The headline results come from this group of students. They find that students from low socio-economic groups on a national measure were more likely to choose an ‘adjacent’ school in the years following the reforms. On the other hand, they find that the students choosing ‘adjacent schools’ were generally of higher economic status as compared to individuals living within the same defined zone. They argue that the first measure is too highly aggregated, and that the second captures our concerns about equity in up-take more fully. They conclude overall that up-take of choice has been skewed towards more advantaged families.

This conclusion has generated a great deal of controversy; indeed some commentators claim that the results and the conclusion straightforwardly contradict one another. The sample is anyway small and so may not be able to withstand its current status as, effectively, the result for New Zealand. Ignoring this point, a natural conclusion is that both of these results are important: it is desirable, and certainly not meaningless, that open enrolment should have been followed by greater exercise of choice by lower socio-economic groups on a national measure; it would be still more desirable still if those students exercising choice were fully representative as compared to the students within the same ‘zone’.

**In summary**, there is no decisive evidence on equity in take-up of choice by parents in New Zealand. Schools with low socio-economic decile ratings have lost pupils relative to schools higher up the socio-economic scale; however this is consistent with equity in up-take. [In the case of New Zealand, what there really is a suggestive overall picture, and we return to this at the end.] The only direct evidence relating to
this issue is from a small-scale study. This reaches a mixed conclusion, which can be interpreted as reporting significant, but certainly not total, equity in take-up.

3. What was the effect of parental choice on segregation in public schools?

Using the same sample, over the same period, Waslander and Thrupp also report changes in segregation. Again, they report two sets of results, favouring the latter. In both cases the results jump around to such a degree that it is unclear whether there is any determinate results for either measure. First, they look at segregation between the 11 schools over the period: they find that segregation is lower in 1993, on a number of measures, than it was in 1990. Then, they compare segregation in the six suburb schools in the sample to segregation as it would have been had every child attended the school nearest to their home. For segregation the result is better in 1993 than it would have been had every student attended his or her local school: for segregation by parental employment, it is worse.

Fiske and Ladd rely on the results above in their discussion of socio-economic segregation; however they do look independently into the issue of race. They calculate dissimilarity indices for minority and Pakeha students in urban schools over the period 1991 to 1997. They report that segregation by ethnicity rose over the period by about 1 percentage point in primary and intermediate schools and about 3 percentage points in secondary schools. With the exception of some Auckland wards, residential segregation fell during the period and so, in general, school segregation by race was higher than residential segregation. The authors therefore suggest that students’ movements under the school choice reform contributed to an increase in segregation by race.

In summary, then, although considerable changes in schools’ enrolments are reported over the period following the introduction of open enrolment, there is little evidence on corresponding changes in segregation. It is very unclear whether or not choice has acted to increase or decrease segregation by socio-economic status, although apparently there has been no drastic move in either direction. A more definite, small, increase is segregation by race is reported over six years of open enrolment. Overall, then, New Zealand does little to support any strong conclusions about school choice policies and segregation, although it does appear that choice (in the form it took in New Zealand over the period) has been associated with a small increase in segregation by race.

4. What was the effect of choice on educational outcomes; and how were any costs and benefits distributed?

New Zealand does not systematically collect and release information at the national level of students’ achievement in exams. As a result, few commentators have attempted to establish a connection between parental choice and student achievement. Fiske and Ladd report a widening achievement gap between the best and the worst performing schools in the country’s three major urban areas, as well as an increased concentration of minority and poor pupils in unsuccessful schools. Although this certainly suggests polarisation of good and bad schools over the period since the reforms, the exact relation to choice remains unclear. However this does arrive along with the evidence that schools in low-income areas have experienced enrolment and resources problems over the period since parental choice was introduced, and also with some evidence of increased segregation of pupils in poorly performing schools. It would seem reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the overall picture is suggestive of polarisation under choice, and that the results from New Zealand are at best indifferent or inconclusive.
School choice: Chile

The Policy
In 1981 Chile introduced nationally a set of school choice reforms that included both choice between public schools and also the provision of vouchers for independent schools. Existing research in English focuses almost exclusively on the effects of vouchers for independent schools. Along with the evidence from Sweden, and also most of the evidence from the US, the evidence from Chile therefore relates to choice policies that are accompanied by new forms of supply in public education. It is always different to make useful comparisons across countries, particularly in the case of Chile, whose political context is unique; however one important difference between the cases of Chile, Sweden and the US is that new ‘choice’ schools in Chile have been permitted to select students. Both parental interviews and admissions tests are permitted as selection procedures for admitting pupils to voucher schools in Chile.

The original set of school choice reforms in Chile brought with them considerable autonomy for schools in managing their budgets. Responsibility for the public schools was transferred from the Ministry of Education (MOE) to roughly 300 municipalities. At the same time, the contract between the MOE and the national teachers’ union was abrogated, generating increased flexibility for municipalities over pay, as well as hire and fire. However, budgetary flexibility is the one element of the reforms to have been reversed totally by the new democratic government in 1991. In 1991 laws were introduced guaranteeing teachers life tenure and centrally negotiated wages. [This was accompanied by a significant pay increase (125% in real terms between 1990 and 1998)\textsuperscript{119}.] Currently, schools do not have control over hire, fire or wages. By law the mayor may give the control over their non-personnel budget, but few mayors have taken this step\textsuperscript{120}.

By contrast, the reforms designed to make funding follow the pupil to his or her chosen school have remained largely in tact. As a result of the original 1981 reforms, a large proportion of funding in Chile is determined on the basis of school enrolment (weighted by the level and type of education received by the student): it is allocated to schools every month on the basis of average attendance over the previous three. Per pupil funding in Chile is not adjusted according to the characteristics of individual pupils. However there are substantial differences in schools’ budgets depending on where they are located and their inclusion in MOE programmes. Arranging municipal (public) schools into funding quintiles, Sapelli and Vial report that schools in the fifth quintile receive on average funding equivalent to an additional 71% of their pupils’ vouchers\textsuperscript{121}. As a result of such funding initiatives, and as with so many school choice reforms, there remains some disagreement on the extent to which funding really follows pupils to and from schools.

We have uncovered very little research on the choices formally and practically available to parents in Chile. This is particularly true for choice between municipal schools, as existing research in English concentrates almost exclusively on the policy of vouchers for independent schools. The policy of vouchers for independent schools allows for parents to take state per pupil funding with them to independent (voucher) schools, although the exact effect that this has on schools budgets is fairly unclear. Since 1993, such schools have been permitted to ask parents for contributions, which


\textsuperscript{120} Otherwise the new government left the structure of the reforms largely in tact: new reforms related mostly to increased funding for schools in disadvantaged areas. For an account of the changes see the above article, as well as:

\textsuperscript{121} Sapelli, C and Vial, B ‘The performance of private and public schools in the Chilean voucher system’ Cuadernos de Economia, Anos 39, No 118, pp423-454 2002

In 1991 laws were introduced guaranteeing teachers life tenure and centrally negotiated wages. [This was accompanied by a significant pay increase (125% in real terms between 1990 and 1998)\textsuperscript{119}]
are then partially offset by reductions in per pupil funding. Voucher schools are also free to establish their own admissions and expulsion policies, which leaves a substantial amount of room for selection of desired pupils by schools. Students in Chile are not offered transport to support them in exercising new school choices.

Because there is not a great deal of research on Chile in English, and because the research we did locate generally points in the same direction, this section is fairly short. Disagreement, where it exists, relates more to methodological issues and to the extent to which results can be transferred to other settings. These considerations – we remind the reader – are excluded in this review.122

1. Did parents exercise choice under the reforms?
Existing evidence relevant to this question focuses on parents choosing voucher schools, rather than parents choosing between municipal schools. It appears that parents have taken advantage of new school choices and that this has generated a substantive response on the supply side.

The introduction of vouchers for private schools was followed by a fairly large increase in the number of private schools, and in the proportion of students attending voucher schools. More than 1,000 private schools were created from 1982 to 1985, increasing their number by about 30%. The majority of these (84% in a sample) were private, non-religious and for-profit. Enrollment has transferred over the period from public to voucher schools. Enrollment in public schools hovered around the 80% level all through the 1970’s and up until the introduction of vouchers in 1981. Then it dipped rapidly, reaching the 60% level in 1990. At the same time enrollment in private schools remained fairly constant throughout the 1980’s but then doubled, reaching 30% of total enrollment in 1986. The evidence suggests strongly that the effect of vouchers on enrollment was largest in urban, populated and wealthy communities.124

2. Which parents exercised choice?
There is little direct evidence on which families have been more likely to exercise choice under the reforms. Gauri conducts a survey of 726 households in the greater Santiago area. By relating parents’ answers on the school attended by their children to their answers to other survey questions, he suggests that families lower down on the socio-economic and achievement scale have faced constraints on exercising choice of school. He reports that students attending top schools (not schools other than the closest) were more likely: to pay more in fees; to incur greater transportation costs and to take a test; to have a mother with college, or some secondary, education; and, finally, to belong to a family with a car, greater income and greater assets.

Private schools in Chile have been permitted to select pupils, for example through testing or parental interviews. Gauri reports that the overall rate of testing in the subsidized private sector as revealed in the survey was 28%. In addition, Parry presents evidence – also from Santiago – to suggest that private schools have used both testing and interviews to select desired pupils.126

In summary, there is little direct evidence relating to this question, although there is evidence on the socio-economic status of students served by voucher schools (see below). Local surveys from the Santiago area – a metropolitan area – suggest that voucher schools in Santiago have exercised their right to select desired pupils and that this is happening more in ‘top’ schools. Students attending top schools have also been more likely to incur greater transportation costs and so it is possible that transport has acted as a constraint on low-income families exercising choice of school in Chile.

3. What was the effect of school choice on segregation in public education?
Hsieh and Urquiola suggest that the primary outcome of the introduction of voucher schools was an increase of sorting by ability: they argue that regular municipal schools experienced growth in the proportion of low-achievers under voucher-school choice. With regards to the segregation by socio-economic status, there is also evidence that voucher schools cater for students higher up the socio-economic scale. For the 1998 distribution of enrolment by socio-economic status, Naradowski and Nores divide students into socio-economic
achievement between the top and bottom socio-economic groups, and there is suggestive evidence that this effect has been strongest where choice has been most effective. They emphasise that any effect of competition has to be disentangled from the effects of sorting: they respond to this point by relating municipal private school enrolment to aggregate outcomes at the municipal level in both voucher and municipal schools. They find no significant association in almost all cases. In general the results that are not statistically significant are negative.

In summary, it appears that the various reforms introduced by the new government have contributed to greater equity in achievement overall. Some commentators have suggested that, as these were introduced alongside school choice, choice may have catalysed these improvements. However those studies that relate choice to public school performance in the period before these reforms suggest that voucher-school choice is associated with negative or indifferent results. In one study, a small, positive association was reported for metropolitan areas.

4. What was the effect of parental choice on academic outcomes; and how were any effects distributed?

From 1991, the new government introduced a range of reforms designed to increase funding for students with lower socio-economic status; and studies have reported that, over the period, the Chilean educational system has demonstrated greater equity in the distribution of achievement by socio-economic status. By contrast, studies relating achievement to measures of voucher-school choice have in general reached negative, or fairly indifferent, results.

McEwan and Carnoy relate local private school density to achievement in public schools over the early 1980’s to mid 1990’s. They divide the results into metropolitan regions and non-metropolitan regions (they state that three-quarters of compulsory school age children live in non metropolitan regions). The metropolitan regions yield a small, positive association. Outside metropolitan areas they report a small negative association, suggesting that choice has worked differently in non-metropolitan contexts. Hsieh and Urquiola relate 1990 test scores in public schools to municipal private school enrolment: the association is significant and negative. In addition they find evidence of a widening gap in educational

---
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School choice: Sweden

The Policy

School choice reforms in Sweden have attracted a great deal of international interest. Unsurprisingly, studies from Sweden have been particularly influential for those advocating choice on left-wing grounds. This is in part because Sweden is associated naturally with re-distributive policies, and also because, in contrast to the Chilean school choice reforms, Sweden has introduced new providers that are not permitted either to charge parents fees, or to select pupils by ability (as with charter schools in the US). The reforms began in 1990, with a policy of substantial decentralisation. The authority to run primary and secondary education was devolved to the municipalities. In addition, wage setting for teachers was also de-centralised during the 1990’s, after an agreed national pay increase for teachers. In 1992, Sweden then passed two sets of choice reforms: choice between public schools and choice of independent (voucher) school. It is worth discussing these separately; and in doing so, it is important to keep in mind that, because education in Sweden is significantly de-centralised, most of the key policy variables differ according to municipality. As in Chile and the US, the majority of evidence in English relates to choice of new schooling options.

It appears that the majority of parents in Sweden exercise choice between regular public schools, rather than choosing to attend voucher schools (see below); however research in English on Sweden relates mainly to voucher-school choice. For choice between regular public schools, arrangements vary - as de-centralisation has meant that different municipalities implement different policies. Municipalities vary as to whether they allocate funding per pupil, or to the extent to which they allow schools to determine their own admissions arrangements - although, in practice, the guiding principle for allocating children to schools is distance. They also differ in terms of transport arrangements, although most municipalities will not provide transport for pupils to attend public schools outside them. Finally, municipalities are free to decide how they should deal with schools losing pupils and funding.

Independent, voucher schools in Sweden receive around 85% of public, per pupil funding: the precise value of the voucher has varied with the abolition of fees for voucher schools in 1997, and with negotiations over fair compensation for municipalities’ unique responsibilities. What remains unclear from the literature, however, is the extent to which regular public schools lose funding when their students transfer to voucher schools. It is likely that this varies with the policies of different municipalities. For voucher schools, on the other hand, funding arrives and leaves with pupils.

Parents in Sweden are free to choose any independent school within the country so long as places are available. Independent schools are not in general permitted to select pupils by ability. However an important exception to this rule is Stockholm, which, since 2002, has admitted all secondary students on the basis of performance. In general, municipalities will not arrange transport for students attending a school outside them, and so availability of transport has potentially been a constraint on parents’ choosing voucher schools.

1. Did parents exercise choice of voucher school?

The majority of families who choose a school other than their local choose to attend a public (state) school, rather than a voucher school. A recent survey of parents by the National Agency for Education reports that choosing a public school other than that dictated by the residence principle is twice as common as choosing a private alternative. The survey also reports that around a quarter of parents stated that they chose the closest public school.

However, parents in Sweden have exercised choice of voucher school and this has produced a response on the supply side. Following the introduction of vouchers for independent schools, there has been an increase in the number of independent
segregation in Sweden covers Stockholm, which in 2002 began selecting all students attending compulsory secondary schools on the basis of performance. The probability that eligible students would attend a voucher school was 4.5% in 1992 and increased to 5.7% by 2002. The growth in private schools is largely an urban phenomenon. Between 1992 and 2001, the private school share increased from 2% to 7.7% in the most urbanised areas (areas were arranged into quartiles by population density); in the least urbanised areas it increased from 0.1% to 0.2%.  

2. Which parents exercised choice of voucher school?  
Unpublished research by Hsieh and Lindahl reported that pupils attending voucher schools in Sweden tended to be from immigrant backgrounds, and to have parents with a university education. A report from the Swedish SNS Welfare Policy Group reached similar conclusions: students whose parents had received a university education were 4.5 percentage points more likely to attend voucher schools than children whose parents had a compulsory education only; foreign-born students were 3.3 percentage points more likely to attend them than native-born students of Swedish ancestry. However, it appears that these differences in attendance are best explained in terms of voucher schools’ educational profile. Both associations – immigrant status and parental education – were reduced to statistical insignificance when considering only voucher schools with a general economic profile (83% of voucher schools in 2002).

In summary, uptake of voucher-school choice by parents has been equitable for schools with a general educational profile. It has been skewed towards specific families only for schools with a special educational profile. This demonstrates again the importance of the nature of the supply side in determining the outcomes of school choice policies.

3. What was the effect of voucher school choice on segregation?  
The only direct investigation of the impact of choice on segregation in Sweden covers Stockholm, which in 2002 began selecting all students attending compulsory secondary schools on the basis of performance. The probability that eligible students go to a school other than the neighbourhood school has increased (in some cases because students have not been admitted to the local school on grounds of ability). At the same time segregation has increased on all estimated dimensions. Turning specifically to segregation by income, in the wake of the reform an additional 9% of students would have to change schools for there to be an equalisation of family income across schools.

In summary, we found little evidence on the effect of new school policies on segregation in Sweden, in particular for those schools that are not permitted to select students. Stockholm has, along with a policy of school choice, introduced selection by ability for all secondary school students. This has been associated with increased segregation on all counts.

4. What was the effect of voucher school choice on educational outcomes; and how were any costs and benefits distributed?  
Again, there we have found no research that relates school performance or efficiency to the availability of choice between regular public schools. In two studies Waldo relates the municipal enrolment of private schools in general (not just voucher schools) to the productivity of public schools in Sweden. In a study covering 1998 to 2000 he finds no association. In a later paper, which covers 1994 and 1995, he finds that municipal private school enrolment is positively associated with productivity in public schools. It was also the most important of various investigated explanations of public school productivity.

In a much-cited study, Sandstrom and Bergstrom relate (a proxy for) municipal voucher school enrolment to the 9th grade test scores of 28,000 students in 1998. They find a positive association for maths, but not for Swedish or English: ‘the result holds for test results, final grades and the likelihood that students will leave schools with no failing grades’. In addition they find that competition ‘does not have an adverse...
municipal voucher enrolment and performance of students on 9th grade Maths exams was too sensitive to be credible.

Early studies of voucher school choice in Sweden have been particularly influential because they have investigated directly the question of whether the association between voucher school choice and performance of students in exams was different for low-performing students. They reported that the effect on low-achieving public school students was not negative, and moreover that the positive association across both municipal and voucher students was slightly smaller but nevertheless still applied (for Maths). These results been questioned on re-analysis of the data. Reporting an association between municipal voucher school enrolment and the whole population of students, the welfare group found a small, positive association for Maths. However this was effectively erased for foreign-born students and students with low-educated parents.

Although research from Sweden does not support the claim that new forms of choice will harm public school students, the results are mixed as to whether it will help them – particularly low-achieving or disadvantaged students.

**Conclusions of the evidence of school choice**

A number of different countries have introduced school choice policies, and there is substantial evidence on their effects (certainly as compared to patient choice policies). In general parents have been active in exercising choice of school and where new forms of provision have accompanied choice there have been substantial responses on the supply side, with growth in the number of voucher schools and students following the reforms. Take-up of choice by families has not been skewed systematically towards more advantaged parents: in most cases all families have participated in choice to some extent, and in some contexts – most notably in many US states – disadvantaged families and low-achieving students have been more likely to exercise choice. However, particularly in the UK, there have been marked differences between the socio-economic status of parents at the far ends of the activity scale. This manifests itself most seriously in low-performing schools and as a result these schools have in some cases polarised by intake.
The impacts of school choice policies have differed depending on whether or not schools have been permitted to select students. In cases where selection has been widespread – Chile being the most notorious example – it appears that choice has been skewed, that is has lead to increased segregation, and that it has harmed public schools. By contrast, in cases where selection has been less widespread, it seems that choice has been fairly universal, that its overall impact of choice has been to further integration in public education, and that it has worked to improve the quality of public schools – although generally the effects are not large. A caveat is the case of the US, where minority and disadvantaged students have exercised choice in such a way that they have segregated themselves in charter schools.

From the available evidence it appears that the degree of impact choice policies have made depended on whether they have introduced new providers or otherwise expanding the supply side. In the UK the effects of choice on integration were generally positive overall, however, up-take of choice was skewed for some families and studies of the competitive effects of choice were very mixed. In New Zealand the evidence was thin but not particularly encouraging. These were the two countries that introduced choice without simultaneously expanding the number of schools that parents might choose between (without incurring fees). On the other hand it is interesting that the operation of choice between school districts has been associated with improvements in public schools.

Looking in detail at the current picture in the UK, we have gone some way towards introducing parental choice of schools, on the ‘choice of provider’ model set out in the introduction to this paper. A large and increasing amount of funding has been taken away from Local Education Authorities (LEAs) and given instead to schools, which have been given greater discretion over their use of funding. A substantial proportion of recurrent funding has been per capita. At the same time parents have the right to express a preference for any school within or outside the LEA, although different LEAs have facilitated parental choice to different degrees - by adopting various methods for expressing and aggregating parental preferences, for allocating over-subscribed places, and for transport of students to schools. Catchment areas and distance-based criteria have been used widely in allocating scarce places.

However, parental choice has operated along with a number of serious supply-side restrictions. Students have not been permitted to attend independent schools on state per pupil funding. And perhaps most importantly, a general policy of rationalisation of school places by LEAs has meant that state schools have not been as able as they might have been to respond to parents’ preferences.

By contrast, in the US, many policies designed to alter the supply side of parental choice have been introduced. The academic literature on the impact of this is rich, particularly in relation to charter and voucher school policies.

In addition the US has produced an especially large number of studies designed to determine the effect on public schools of ‘traditional’ forms of school choice; that is, choice between school districts (Tiebout choice) and choice of private schools. When looking at this evidence though, it is important to note the differences from the choice of provider model we have been considering. Nevertheless, several commentators have suggested that these studies can shed some light on the long-term effects of competition on public schools (even if any effects cannot, because of structural differences, simply be ‘parsed off’ and applied to other school choice policies). There are a large number of relatively low-cost private schools in the US, the majority of which are religious. Tiebout choice is still the most important form of school choice in the US.

The only US policy for which issues of take-up and
segregation seem particularly interesting from the perspective of the UK is the charter school movement. For the other forms of choice we looked only at the effect on public school performance.

1. Where services have offered more choice, have service users taken it up? Where choice in public services has been exercised, which people were able to exercise it effectively?

Since choice of school is an inbuilt part of the UK system, the evidence does not tell us anything about the extent to which choice is embraced by British parents. In contrast, in the States, there is clear evidence that a significant number of parents take up the option of school choice when it is offered. This is also the case in New Zealand and in Sweden.

The British evidence does give us some information on who was able to exercise choice effectively. Given the inflexibility of the supply side under the system of choice introduced in UK schools, a concern here has been the extent to which advantaged families are able to monopolise new choices, either because schools will respond to choice reforms by adopting covert selection of pupils; or because of social and financial constraints on taking advantage of increased school choice. Evidence from school choice in the UK provides some support for the existence of both these dynamics.

There is some evidence to suggest that schools in London have covertly selected pupils in the period following the reforms, by ability and by race. It is not clear the extent to which this was in response to choice, or the extent to which covert selection among schools has lead to increased segregation. A number of studies report that families higher up the socio-economic scale are more likely to be active in choosing between schools. This result applied, in one way or another, when activity was measured in terms of some institutional or survey proxy, and also when activity was judged in terms of pupils actually moving between schools.

It is unlikely that this association is simply linear; and if this association is stronger for some groups and some contexts, then it is important to know which. Some of the evidence suggested that the association between activity and socio-economic status is marked only in specific circumstances – for example for small groups of parents at the extreme ends of the activity scale, and also in non-urban areas with fewer schooling alternatives and fewer options for transport.

Turning to the US, the most relevant information on equity in take up of choice comes from studies of charter schools: this is the only US choice programme that allows all families to choose an alternative to the regular state school without incurring either fees or the cost of moving house. There are a large number of state-level studies that report mixed conclusions on these issues. More aggregated evidence, that crosses states, suggests that charter schools have a disproportionate number of minority and disadvantaged students. There is also some evidence, from the Edison schools programme and from charter school policies in a few states, that charter schools are experiencing negative selection of students by ability. This is unsurprising since both Edison schools and charter schools more generally are set up with the explicit purpose of taking on disadvantage students and schools.

2. How have any costs and benefits been distributed across services and service users? What effects have school choice policies had on the distribution of students across public schools?

For the UK, several studies report that segregation decreased in the period 1995 to 2001. The Cardiff study estimates that segregation was at its highest in 1988 and decreased annually up until 1995. Taking these results at face value, school choice has not single-handedly exacerbated segregation. However, the evidence is not clear on the extent to which choice, as it has been introduced for the school system in the UK, has determined. Overall the central factors driving segregation lie outside education policy.

Within education policy, a greater number of surplus places, as well as school closure are associated with increased integration. It is not clear whether any changes in either of these have been related to the operation of parental choice and are more likely related to on-going rationalisation of school places by LEAs. After surplus places and school closure, selective, fee-paying, voluntary-aided and grant-maintained schools are
all associated with higher level of segregation. In addition, several studies have reported an association between specialist schools and segregation. It is unclear whether it is diversity itself that contributes to segregation, or whether it is the fact that these schools tend to recruit from wider catchment areas than other local schools. Finally, LEAs which rely heavily on catchment areas in allocating school places experience higher levels of segregation than LEAs which use other admissions procedures; LEAs that use some element of banding experience lower levels of segregation. The effect in either direction is about twice what they would otherwise expect, all other things being equal.

UK studies that have tried to relate segregation directly to parental choice have reached mixed conclusions. One found that schools with improved performance also experienced a reduction in their proportion of students eligible for free school meals, with poorly performing schools experiencing the reverse. Another reported that, within comprehensive rather than selective LEAs, a greater number of schools within a designated ‘drive time’ was associated with a decrease in the variability of ability within schools. These studies do suggest that parental choice can work towards segregation, although the effects are in each case small and so may be balanced out by other considerations.

Perhaps the most direct investigation on this particular issue is Taylor who relates polarisation by socio-economic intake of schools in eight LEAs, to the transfer of their students from primary to secondary schools in 1995. He reports that schools at the top and bottom of the popularity scale did polarise to some extent by socio-economic status (on a pessimistic estimate 38% did so to some extent). This was due mainly for a minority of families at the far ends of the activity scale, and applied mainly for the bottom tier of schools. On the other hand, Taylor reports that, overall, choice led to greater integration by socio-economic status. This was particularly true for fairly attractive schools with average exam results, and in areas - generally urban areas - where it appears that parents have been most active in choosing schools.

A recent cross-state study of segregation by race in charter schools reports that minority students are isolating themselves within charter schools. In some states white students are as isolated in charter schools as black students are in others. If sound, this study makes the important point that (under the combination of circumstances present in the US) the issue of segregation under school choice is separable in practice from the issue of white, advantaged families monopolising new choices. Research findings in New Zealand find similar results.

In general it appears that school choice does in some cases exacerbate segregation. However the effects are rarely large and in many cases the overall effect of choice is neutral, and indeed in the case of the UK slightly positive. The evidence therefore suggests that segregation may be less of a valid concern about school choice than has generally been thought and so may weigh less heavily on an overall decision about whether it should be extended in the UK.

3. Do choice schemes result in improved efficiency and/or quality? Do the benefits of efficiency outweigh any additional expenditure? How have any costs and benefits been distributed across services and service users?

For the UK, there is a general consensus that average performance in GCSE has improved over the period since choice was introduced. However there is on-going controversy over the progress of pupils at the higher and lower ends of the achievement scale: one study reports polarisation between top and bottom; another reports improvements for low-achievers and a partly artificial closing gap in exam scores. A controversial study of achievement in the National Attainment Tests reports substantial improvements for low-achievers, taking into account per pupil spending and class sizes. This applies particularly for the lowest-performing schools. The same was true when schools were ranked according to the wealth of the area.

Taking these later results at face value, it appears that choice has not interrupted, or has assisted, a trend towards greater equity in exam performance. But any isolated contribution of choice to achievement remains unclear: studies relating various (density-based) measures of choice to exam performance have reported, respectively, a negative, an indifferent and a positive association. In no case was the association large.

Turning to the US, studies attempting to relate private
school competition (generally measured as the percentage private school enrolment in a given area) to achievement or efficiency in public schools have reached mixed conclusions. These studies do not generally suggest explanations, but a plausible interpretation is that the selective and fee-paying nature of these schools (although they are less so than in other countries) has the effect of draining public schools of their better students. For most studies there is no significant association; one found a negative association for disadvantaged students in public schools. By contrast, studies relating various measures of Tiebout choice to public school achievement or efficiency consistently report a positive association. In a series of influential articles, Hoxby reports a positive association both for private school and Tiebout choice with public school performance and efficiency. In these she stresses the importance of controlling for simultaneous determination between public school quality on the one hand and the availability of alternatives on the other.

There are a number of publicly funded voucher programmes in the US that allow students to attend private schools, which are then forbidden from them charging fees. These tend to be fairly small in scale, and to rely heavily on religious schools. With the exception of Vermont and Maine they all restrict choice to a sub-set of pupils who are disadvantaged either financially or academically. Studies of these programmes have generally reported positive and substantial associations between various measures of competition from voucher schools and public school performance. The Milwaukee study has been particularly influential and suggested particularly large gains for worse-off students. On this basis commentators have argued that choice for all parents can be designed to benefit poor families.

Commentators have objected to studies of Florida and Milwaukee on the grounds that something other than choice may have brought about improvements in public schools: in Florida this is the accountability system by which schools become eligible for vouchers; in Milwaukee it is the fact that choice was restricted to the kinds of students whose exit from public schools may well have helped them to achieve better results. Hoxby states that the most pessimistic estimate leaves a maximum 25% of the public school improvements to be explained in terms of disadvantaged students leaving.

Looking at the US, studies examining the effect of charter school competition on public schools have been undertaken for Arizona (enrolment 6.7%), Michigan (3.8%), Texas (1.1%) and North Carolina (1.4%). Although enrolment and regulation vary substantially for these states, all of these states are at least comparatively willing to allow competition between charter and regular public schools. Bettinger reports the only negative association - for Michigan public schools - which is significant but small. Otherwise all studies report a positive association, including an influential study of Michigan by Hoxby. In Sweden, there was limited evidence of a positive impact of new schools on the quality of public schools.

In sum, school choice does – under the right conditions – work to improve the quality of public schools: there is significant evidence of the general ‘levelling-up’ effect predicted by advocates; in some cases (again, given the right conditions) this benefits have been distributed to low-achieving and disadvantaged students; there is very little evidence that these groups are positively harmed. Similar results apply for the efficiency of public schools.

It is not yet clear whether the additional costs associated with maintaining a system of school choice – in particular one which is equitable and where new forms of supply are introduce – will outweigh efficiency benefits. Barring targeted voucher schemes in the states few reported effects are substantial, but longer term and consistent effects are reported and so certainly there is little reason to suppose that costs will obviously outweigh benefits.
Patient Choice

Summary of findings

- The UK patient choice pilots have been unique in ensuring substantial take-up of choice by patients. These offer patients unlikely to be treated within 6 months the choice to be treated earlier at an alternative provider. 67% of patients in the London pilot, 75% of patients in the Manchester scheme and 50% of patients in the national cardiac scheme took up the choice offered them.

- There is also suggestive evidence that take-up has been equitable: preliminary analysis of the London pilots reveals no correlation between the deprivation index of the PCT and the take-up of choice by patients.

- Although high take-up may in part be down to the fact that these patients have had to wait six months before being offered choice, the package of support co-ordinated and provided by Patient Care Advisors has doubtless had a substantial effect. Survey evidence suggests that PCAs have been very popular with patients; in addition patients more favourable about their PCA were more likely to express satisfaction with the whole experience of choice, and, importantly, were more likely to take up choice in the first place.

- High take-up for the UK choice pilots is in contrast to low take-up for patient choice policies in other countries. Where the issue of equity in take-up has been investigated, choice has been skewed towards younger patients with higher socio-economic status. System design seems to be relevant here.

- Patients received little support in exercising choice: for example, there is little or no subsidised transport for patients exercising choice. In addition, financial incentives have been variable and unclear, and have often landed at the municipal level. Providers have therefore had little financial incentive to accept choice.

- Some evidence suggests that GP fundholders were not particularly effective as agents of choice for patients because their incentives as contractors overcame their incentives as agents of patient choice. This raises questions for patient choice, since when choice is introduced nationally patients will often make choices through their GP. However, GP’s offering choice will not face the same budgetary incentives as fundholders and will not have to negotiate on price with secondary providers. However the balance between patient choice on the one hand and PCT commissioning practices and priorities on the other is as yet an unresolved issue in policy documents.

- The impact of choice on waiting times has so far been positive in the UK.

- Taking other factors into account, the introduction of choice in the London Pilot reduced waiting times across a range of elective procedures. In addition, waiting time reductions for the London pilot have been distributed as advocates of extended choice predict: both those patients who did and those who did not exercise choice have benefited under the scheme.

- GP fundholders were also able to reduce waiting times relative to non-fundholders. This only applied when they themselves purchased treatment for their patients, which was generally on a case by case, by results, basis. The evidence suggests that fundholders accomplished this both by moving patients (and accompanying funding) around the system, but also through the threat of doing so.

- Fundholding status also catalysed internal market GPs’ general successes in encouraging consultants to visit practices and

Patients received little support in exercising choice: for example, there is little or no subsidised transport for patients exercising choice.
There are two potential sources of evidence on patient choice from the UK:
• evidence from the internal market
• evidence emerging from the recent patient choice pilots.

These are addressed in turn.

Experience from the Internal Market: GP fundholding

The relevance of the internal market reforms

The internal market reforms are often said to have been the boldest of market-based reforms in public health care\(^{145}\). They have also been attached firmly to the issue of patient choice: greater choice, convenience and empowerment for patients were explicit aims in ‘Working for Patients’; and commentary on recent choice reforms – particularly the critical commentary – has sometimes drawn on an analogy between the two. In short, evidence from the internal market could relate both to issues of patient choice and to issues of competition between secondary providers.

However it is necessary to isolate the relevant features of the internal market. There is an important difference between a system in which providers compete for funding that follows individual patients’ choices, and one in which providers compete for contracts from purchasing agencies. The majority of purchasing in the internal market fell under the latter model, with health authorities agreeing large-scale block contracts with providers on behalf of a large constituency of people\(^{146}\). While such purchasing is relevant in the sense that its effectiveness is compared – explicitly or implicitly – in the literature with GPs contracting on behalf of individual patients, it is not itself...
For this reason we address only the evidence concerning GP fundholding (see below).

A further, important, difference between the internal market and current proposals, which applies across the whole of the quasi-market – including the GP fundholding experiment (see below) – is that the internal market was designed to introduce competition on price as well as quality. By contrast, the current policy is that competition on price should in general be kept to a minimum; and the funding that follows patients’ choices in the NHS will instead be determined according to a system of fixed national tariffs. Pending the results of this (specific) fixed tariff system, we should therefore be cautious in carrying over any results from the internal market reforms.

The GP Fundholding experiment

GP fundholding was a voluntary scheme that ran between 1991 and 1999. Self-selected practices (or groups of practices) were given a budget with which they were expected to purchase a designated range of services for the patients on their lists. The scheme developed fairly spontaneously, and so arrangements would vary – according to the range of services purchased, and the number of GPs coming together into a group. However fundholders’ purchasing responsibilities would often include a sub-set of elective, secondary procedures.

Whenever fundholders referred a patient for a procedure that fell within their purchasing range, they would contract with the provider themselves – instead of relying on the health authority to do so on their behalf. In contrast to health authority contracts, payment would be linked firmly to activity (hospitals did not get paid unless an adequate discharge letter was received by the GP) and contracting was often on a case-by-case basis. In addition, most GPs had a fairly wide choice of provider – there was some choice even in rural areas – and so, at least in theory, fundholders were able both to offer their patients choice, and also to exercise a threat of exit over secondary providers.

On this basis GP fundholding bears some analogy with proposals to have funding following patients’ choices at the point of GP referral: the experiment could perhaps shed light on the potential for GPs to act as agents of choice and exit for patients, and on the effects of patient exit and choice on the quality of secondary care. The relevance of the fundholding experiment will also be greater to the extent that the Labour government attempts to re-instate aspects of the fundholding experiment, which is apparently happening. However, at present, the full extent of the analogy between GP fundholding and patient choice is not yet clear. Indeed, one of the authors of a leading study on GP fundholding suggested that no-one actually thought of fundholding as a means of enabling patient choice at the time, but rather as a way of introducing cost-efficiency. This may help explain some of the design anomalies of the fundholding scheme which renders it somewhat incompatible with schemes more explicitly designed to enable patient choice. For example, transaction costs of GP fundholding will have depended to some extent the fact that GPs had to contract for services themselves, and that they had to do so on price. More generally, GP fundholders faced a unique set of budgetary incentives, which may or may not apply under patent choice at the point of GP referral.

Crucially, fundholding GPs were allowed to keep any surplus on their budget at the level of the practice (or fundholding group). They therefore faced budgetary incentives to do a number of things, one of which was to negotiate on price. They may also have been motivated in part by the budgetary incentive to attract patients; or, at least, certain classes of patient, as they were funded predominately per capita (adjusted for age and sex). The evidence suggests that fundholders did respond to financial incentives, although there is disagreement on whether, overall, the effect of budget holding was negative or positive, particularly from the perspective of the health service as a whole.

From the perspective of this review, the aim is to isolate the effects of GP fundholding most relevant to issues of patient choice, while keeping in mind that fundholders’ budgetary incentives, and their circumstances more generally, will have had some impact on these as well as other outcomes. With this in mind, we now present the evidence from fundholding relevant to our three questions on patient choice:
1. Did patients exercise choice as offered by GP Fundholders?

It appears that the process of health authority contracting at a district level did a lot to restrict the choice of providers that internal market GPs could offer their patients. Before the introduction of contracting, GPs were free (in theory) to refer their patients to any secondary provider; afterwards, GPs not actually purchasing a service themselves would have to refer patients to a hospital contracted by the health authority. Exceptions could be made if a GP wanted to refer a patient to a hospital not contracted with the district, but the process was time-consuming and very costly.

Health authorities themselves were much less likely to switch contracts than GP fundholders for fear of de-stabilising providers, and so GPs not actually purchasing services for themselves had relatively few options in terms of moving patients around the system. Correspondingly, studies have suggested that fundholders were more active in switching referrals than the health authorities (and the GP practices that relied on the health authorities to contract for them). While this is significant, however, the extent to which fundholders did so in order to facilitate patients’ preferences remains unclear.

Did fundholders purchasing services themselves do much by way of offering patients choice? This question is complicated by the fact that fundholders had to contract for services and negotiate prices themselves, which, along with their budgetary concerns, may have got in their way of offering choice to patients. In a small and early study of cataract surgery, Fotaki found that four out of five London providers had an exclusive relationship with one provider. The fundholders argued that this was based on their assessment of quality and price.

An influential survey by Mahon et al. found that, although fundholding GPs reported greater willingness to take patients’ preferences into account and to refer patients greater distance for elective surgery, as well as a lower likelihood of considering only one hospital for elective referral, the patients of those GPs expressed a lack of willing to travel longer distances, and most expressed indifference to the issue of choice. Similarly, another survey found that most patients expressed a preference to use their local hospital. Coulter et al., on the other hand, found no evidence to suggest GP fundholders were consulting their patients about their referral options to any greater extent than non-fundholders.

In summary, it does appear that GPs purchasing services for themselves were more likely to move patients around the system. However, the extent to which fundholders worked as agents of patient choice is very unclear. Overall the evidence suggests low take-up of choice by patients, low instances of GP-Patient consultation regarding GP’s purchasing decisions, and survey evidence shows that some patients expressed indifference to the issue of choice in any case.

2. Which patients were more likely to exercise choice through GP fundholders?

A central objection to GP fundholding was that it benefited some (more advantaged) patients over others. However, this was generally on the grounds that not all GPs were fundholders: much of the evidence on equity relates to this point, and to the distribution of fundholding practices across more deprived areas. Since the current plan is to extend choice to patients though all GPs, the relevance of this point is qualified somewhat. On the other hand it does raise the question of the extent to which GP’s will be equally effective in offering patients choice, and how these GPs will be distributed across the country. In addition, as there is some evidence to suggest that GPs can spend less time on patients with lower socio-economic status (although these patients tend to visit primary care more often), there is a question of how this will pan out in terms of differential benefits from choice offered by any given GP for patients of different socio-economic status. There are arguments in different directions on this point, but we do not address this issue here. These issues relate to the structure of primary care, which is not covered in this review.

Evidence from the internal market relating to equity in take-of choice under GP fundholding is scarce. The only issue
discussed in any detail is the question of whether fundholders selected desirable patients for their lists. Fundholders had both the opportunity and the budgetary incentives to select less costly patients, and many analysts predicted extensive cream skimming by fundholding practices. This was particularly so given that fundholders were thought not to be large enough to accommodate the risk of attracting more expensive patients. However, the general view ‘in the more sophisticated literature’ on fundholding is that fundholders did not go in for selection, despite the incentive to do so160. There are various explanations as to why this should have been the case. Some have to do with policies designed to minimise the impact on fundholders of more costly patients. Others relate to natural barriers to selection of patients by fundholders.

First, fundholders could rely on a stop-loss insurance scheme: the health authorities were responsible for any individual case over £5,000 pounds in a year, although this would not have protected them against multiple admissions below this level, or from an unexpected rise in the demand for care. Second, the costs of treatment covered by fundholders tended to be relatively cheap and formula funding took into account age and gender-driven differences in cost161. Third, it is suggested that, although fundholder’s decisions could certainly be mediated by budgetary concerns, they were – for whatever reason – consistently motivated to act in the interest of the patients closest to them, if not in the interest of the health service as a whole162. Finally, it is possible that fundholders did not always have sufficient information to select patients.

In summary, there is very little evidence on equity in up-take of choice under GP fundholding. It appears that fundholders did not go in for selection of less costly patients, despite the fact that existing policies would not have entirely erased their incentive to do so. It is suggested that these policies came together with natural barriers, in terms of motivation and information, to ensure that selection of patients by fundholders was not a significant factor163.

3. What was the effect of GP fundholding on the quality or the efficiency of secondary care; and how were any costs or benefits distributed?

The evidence is that fundholding GPs did use purchasing to lever improvements in secondary care relative to non-fundholders (who relied on the health authorities to purchase services for them). However the direct evidence on quality per se is very limited. At any rate, the aim of the European quasi-market agenda, and especially in the case of the UK, was not primarily to improve quality in the narrow sense but to ‘sustain quality while containing costs and improving convenience and consumer concerns of other kinds’164. Waiting times were a primary concern, and the most rigorous studies concern waiting times. The main burden of evidence on quality derives from a series of observational case studies and interviews with GP fundholders, usually taken before and after they entered the scheme. ‘Most of the examples concern organisational issues and convenience rather than clinical standards, but these were important to patients and most research suggested there was some real movement on these issues’165. Surveys of fundholders’ contracts also found that they were more sophisticated and stringent on quality issues than health authority contracts166, however a study of one multi-fund found that this was not effective in changing consultants’ clinical practice167. Finally, the evidence suggests that fundholding status catalysed internal market GPs’ relative (but not unique) successes in some practices and hold outpatient clinics. ‘This proved popular with patients and meant that more attended their appointments’168. As a result it could be considered an example of greater responsiveness brought about through the possibility of exit.

The most extensive and rigorous research is on the question of whether GPs were able to use purchasing to secure shorter waiting times than GPs relying on the health authority to purchase for them. An early survey by the Audit Commission found that, although seasonal variations could exist between patients of fundholding and non-fundholding GPs, these variations were ironed out over the year and overall waits were usually similar169. However Dowling reports serious methodological flaws in the survey170. Dowling himself used a database survey of over 57,000 patients to compare the waiting times for fundholder and non-fundholder patients at four providers between 1992 and 1996. He found that ‘patients of
fundholding practices had significantly shorter waiting times than those of non-fundholders for all four providers and over all four years, and the ‘waiting times did not fall until the year that the practices joined the fundholding scheme’. An analysis of the budgets and resources available to the two groups of GPs showed they were virtually the same. Finally, hospitals involved provided the same range of operations covered by the scheme to both classes of patient, and in similar case mixes171.

Propper et al reached a similar, more nuanced result172. Using a data-set of 100,000 hospital admissions they found that doctors who paid for their patients’ care were able to secure reductions in waiting times of about 8% compared to doctors who did not. Sometimes they achieved this by actually contracting with another provider (which they did most intensively when they entered the scheme). At other times it appears as if the threat of exit was enough to bring about improvements. Interestingly, when they were only able to choose - but not to pay for - their patients’ care, fundholders and non-fundholders alike were unable to reduce waiting times for their patients.

At first sight, these results suggest that internal market GPs were able to use the exit option to the advantage of their patients, and this would seem to speak in favour of allowing funding to follow patients’ choices at the point of GP referral. However their successes might be explained by other advantages rather than greater choice of providers. There are two classes of complaint here: first, that GPs that chose to enter the scheme were already the best or most privileged practices; second, that GPs who did enter the scheme were given extra resources, in the form of extra funding but also extra time and support – extra computers for example173.

The consensus in the literature reviews we studied is that GP fundholders were not systematically over-funded174. [There is some truth in the claim that they were given extra time and ‘soft’ resources.] However the first allegation – that they were better or more privileged before they entered the scheme – remains. One respect in which this is generally agreed is that fundholders did tend to be located in affluent areas, where the patients were easier and less costly to treat. And most commentators are willing to admit that fundholders may have had better contact or relations with providers before they entered the scheme. This would dilute results to the extent that studies did not control for pre-existing differences between fundholders. Many did, however, especially those relating to waiting times.

In summary, there is evidence to suggest that fundholding GPs were able to use purchasing on behalf of their patients to lever some improvements in secondary care. This is particularly true for the issue of waiting times. In addition, it appears that (or at least the evidence is consistent with the claim that) fundholders were able to secure waiting time improvements both by moving patients around the system, but also and by using the threat of exit. Finally, it appears that fundholders were especially, but not uniquely, successful in encouraging consultants to conduct out-reach programmes. There is the possibility of bias here, but this may be considered an example of exit as a means to greater responsiveness in secondary care.

The NHS Choice Pilots175

There are now at least nine pilots in England offering patients choice of an alternative provider for elective surgery176. Existing evaluation centres on three. The first – the London Patient Choice Pilot – began in 2002. Patients set to wait more than six months for an operation at their ‘originating trust’ were offered the choice to have an earlier operation at an alternative hospital. The scheme began covering ophthalmology, but now includes ENT (Ear, Nose and Throat) general surgery and orthopaedics, oral surgery, gynaecology, urology, plastic surgery and some neuro-surgery. The second choice pilot is a national
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scheme that began in 2002, covering all patients waiting more than six months for cardic surgery. A third pilot began in the Greater Manchester area in 2003 and covers patients approaching six months on the waiting list in general surgery, orthopaedic and ENT.

Following the pilots, choice will soon be rolled out nationally: by summer 2004 all patients waiting six months or more for elective surgery will be offered a choice of provider (Phase 1); by December 2005 all patients eligible for elective surgery will be offered a choice of at least 5 providers at the point of GP referral. Under phase 2 funding will follow patients’ choices, with Trusts gaining or losing at the full tariff for the relevant procedure. At present the London pilot is the only pilot to have produced evidence relating to the financial incentives associated with patient choice.

1. Have patients exercised new choices under the pilot schemes?
In contrast with international experience of patient choice policies – where take-up has generally been low (see below) – preliminary data from the London and CHD schemes shows that a relatively large proportion of patients are taking up the choice offered to them: 67% of patients in the London pilot have taken up the choice to be treated at an alternative hospital; 50% have done so in the national CHD pilot; 75% have done so in the Manchester Pilot.

There are various possible explanations for why take up has been relatively high. Obviously, patients in these pilots will already have waited six months and may by then have grown pessimistic about local provision; however it is worth noting that international policies tying choice explicitly to waiting times have also experienced low take-up. In addition take-up is higher for the London scheme (as well as the Manchester scheme – 75%), and this may in part be because travel and accessible alternatives are less of a problem in these larger cities.

A further, likely, explanation is that patients in the UK schemes have been more willing to take up the offer of choice as a result of the support they have received in choosing. In both the London and the CHD schemes patients are contacted at around the four or five month period by a Patient Care Advisor (PCA), who explains the available choices to patients and offers them advice as well as assistance, particularly with transport and accommodation for companions. Transport was free of charge for all patients, although – for the CHD scheme at least – survey evidence suggests that quite a few patients organised transport for themselves.

When the scheme is rolled out nationally transport will only be free for patients covered under the existing Hospital Transport Scheme. It seems reasonable to assume that the PCA ‘package’ as a whole will have exerted upwards pressure on take-up. Weight is added to this argument by survey evidence from the CHD scheme showing a significant relationship between patients’ take-up of choice and a positive assessment of their PCA.

The Picker Institute recently conducted a survey of the patients who were deemed eligible for the scheme. 3,341 patients returned completed forms – a response rate of 79%. There were various possible reasons for why patients did not respond: they did not have enough information or made it easy to involve friends and family, and whether they kept in touch about treatment.

In summary, the NHS pilots have been unique in securing substantial take-up of choice by patients. Survey evidence supports the intuitive view that the package of support offered by the PCA has exerted upwards pressure on take-up of choice by patients. However it is not clear which elements of this package have been most effective, and for which patients. A survey of (stated) preferences from the London choice pilot suggests that take-up of choice by patients is sensitive to a number of factors, such as the reputation of the ‘choice’ hospital.
2. Which patients have exercised choice?

Evidence relevant to this question comes from the CHD choice scheme and the London Patient Choice Pilot.

The CHD scheme

For the CHD scheme, there is almost no information on the kinds of CHD patients that took up the choice offered them. In particular there is no data on the relative socio-economic status of the patients who did or did not take up – or who were or were not offered – the choice to receive earlier treatment at an alternative provider. However the CHD scheme has demonstrated unexplained variation in the proportion of patients deemed clinically eligible for choice in the first place and this is potentially a problem.

At around four or five months, if no definite invitation ‘to come in’ has been given for the patient, a clinical assessment is then made as to whether the patient is eligible to be offered an alternative provider. If deemed eligible, patients are then contacted by the PCA. Clinical eligibility rates varied substantially between trusts in the CHD scheme – from 60% to 90% – and the variation cannot fully be explained in terms of case mix. ‘This suggests either that there is no professional consensus on clinical thresholds for ‘moving’ a patient or indeed that professionals have used this as a means of excluding their patients from the scheme’\(^{181}\). While there is currently no evidence to suggest a correlation between patients’ individual characteristics and access to the CHD scheme, clearly this is an issue that deserves closer examination. It is of course possible that the variation is not related to patients’ characteristics; however the variation is itself a concern, since it raises the worry that patients are being excluded or included arbitrarily.

The London Patient Choice Pilot

67% of eligible patients took up the offer to be treated earlier at an alternative provider in the London pilot. On the issue of factors affecting uptake by patients, the only information to have surfaced so far is that preliminary analysis of the data by PCT showed no significant relationship between the deprivation index of the PCT and the take-up of choice\(^{182}\), although an unpublished evaluation of the LPCP has found that, whilst take-up rates are not significantly skewed by social class, educational or ethnic background, patients in paid employment were more likely to choose an alternative hospital\(^{183}\). Given the lack of definitive evidence to indicate to what extent socio-economic factors influence the take-up of choice in this context, the findings of Burge et al. prove a useful indicator. They used survey responses from 1813 respondents to model patients’ preferences regarding choice options\(^{184}\). The study includes estimates of the weight patients place on various factors, such as the relative reputation of the ‘choice’ hospital: these weights are understood in terms of the length of the wait that patients would be willing to avoid by switching hospital, ceteris paribus. Overall, 30% of respondents stated that they would stay at the home hospital under all circumstances; 5% stated that they would switch to the choice option under all circumstances; 55% switched between the options depending on circumstances.

For all patients, survey responses implied that both additional travel and payment of travel costs reduced their willingness to choose another option in order to reduce their wait if this required them to organise (not pay for) transport for themselves. Patients’ survey responses also implied that their willingness to switch in order to reduce waiting times was dependent on the location of follow-up care: in general they were less willing to switch hospitals in order to reduce their wait if this required them to organise (not pay for) transport for themselves.

Patients’ survey responses also implied that their willingness to switch in order to reduce waiting times was dependent on the location of follow-up care: in general they were less willing to exercise choice if this involved receiving follow-up care at the chosen hospital, rather than their regular hospital. On average, patients would be willing to wait an additional 2 months if this meant that they could receive follow-up care at their regular hospital rather than at the chosen hospital. [For Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT), the implied value in terms of waiting times was 4.3 months.] Finally, patients’ responses implied that they placed considerable value on feeling that the alternative hospital offered them under the LCPC had an adequate reputation: patients’ responses implied that they
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were significantly less likely to report a willingness to choose an alternative with shorter waiting times when it was stipulated that the alternative had a worse or unknown reputation as compared to their regular hospital.

In order to project equity in up-take of choice, Burge et al. also relate patients’ survey responses to their personal characteristics. They report that patients who are older, female, have low education levels, or are parents or guardians of an under 18-year-old were all less likely to accept faster treatment at an alternative hospital. At the same time, different socio-economic groups (defined according to fairly extreme income categories) also placed different weights on the relative reputation of the ‘choice’ hospital: patients with household income over £10,000 placed a negative valuation on the choice hospitals having a worse reputation than their regular hospital that was over a third higher than the negative value placed on such a hospital by a patient with annual household income below £10,000.

3. What was the effect of patient choice on the quality or the efficiency of secondary care?

The London pilot is the first to produce a study related to the financial incentives associated with choice. Focusing specifically on the issue of waiting times, Dawson et al. report that the choice under the pilot is associated with reduced waiting times. In addition, they relate patients’ choices in orthopaedics, ophthalmology and general surgery to (a) the behaviour of receiving hospitals and (b) to the performance of sending hospitals. For receiving hospitals they find that reduced waiting times for choice patients are not associated with any expense to other patients at the receiving hospital. For sending hospitals they find that loss of patients (and funding) is positively associated with improved performance on waiting times.

In summary, there is little conclusive evidence on equity in take-up of choices by patients in the pilots, although a survey of stated preferences raises concerns. The scheme has been associated with reductions in waiting times, which have applied also for patients not exercising choice.

Patient choice:
the international evidence

Overview

Many public and tax-funded health systems have had a great deal of experience in offering patients choice of provider, both in primary and secondary care. Unfortunately there is very little available evidence in English – the most interesting evidence in fact comes from the UK. Many studies offer only a broad characterisation of the policy, and in many cases it is difficult even to identify from the evidence the choices available and how they are managed, let alone their larger effects.

In countries such as France, Germany, Belgium and Australia some form of patient choice has for a long time been the norm; but these countries tend not to collect information on the effects of choice for that reason. Other countries have introduced choice explicitly into the system, usually as part of waiting time initiatives. However it is rare for all of the components of a competitive patient choice policy to come together in these countries – particularly because different local governments tend to implement choice differently, and to different degrees, and where they come together they have done so too recently for us to be able to assess their effects.

Given the lack of evidence, it is helpful to start with a statement of what the evidence does not tell us. The evidence does not tell us in any great detail about how public health providers respond to competition for patients: the only evidence on efficiency in general concerns the impact of choice on waiting times, and this tends to be thin. Instead evidence is limited to information on the proportion of patients taking up choice, the organisational responses of providers under patient choice policies, suggestive evidence on the impact of choice on
waiting times, and finally some evidence on the characteristics of patients exercising choice. Because the evidence is thin, we have decided not to present it in the usual format.

Countries where choice has been implicit
In countries such as France, Germany, Belgium and Australia, some form or other of patient choice has been assumed. However choice is not always competitive in these countries, and funding does not always follow the patient. It is not clear, therefore, that these countries should fall within the scope of this review.

Le Grand points out that studies of equity at the macro level suggest that countries with a long experience of patient choice, such as France and Germany, have not thereby incurred serious costs in equity. However, the significance of this is unclear. There is evidence to suggest, for example, that take-up of choice, in France at least, is low (see below). This is perhaps related to the fact these countries do not systematically provide transport for patients making choices. In addition, as Le Grand also points out, macro studies can mask substantive inequity at the micro, or service level. Studies at the micro level do suggest that take-up of choice is skewed in some of these contexts.

In a general review of the literature on several countries, Porell and Adams reached the conclusion that older patients (especially those from rural areas), pregnant women and patients with lower socio-economic status – measured in a variety of ways – are all less likely to travel further for care. Studies of take-up of choice in France reach similar conclusions. Take-up in France is anyway apparently low: a study of inter-region patient movement conducted in 1997 found that only 6% of hospital stays took place outside the region of residence, and that these tended to be for more complex or technically advanced procedures. There is also some evidence to suggest that patients choosing a more distant hospital tend to be more highly educated and of higher social class.

In summary, there is evidence suggesting that take-up of choice by patients in France has been low, and has been skewed by education and social class. More general evidence suggests that take-up has been skewed towards younger patients (especially in rural areas) and towards patients higher up the socio-economic scale.

Countries where patient choice has more recently been introduced
Several countries have introduced patient choice more recently and more explicitly, usually as an effort to reduce waiting times. In general these policies have not been accompanied with the provision of transport for patients, at least when they intend to choose a provider outside of the municipality. In addition the financial incentives accompanying choice have for the most part been both weak and variable. Municipalities have introduced incentives in different ways and to different degrees. In many cases funding will follow the patient, but only at the level of the municipality, rather than at the level of the individual provider. This gives providers little financial incentive to attract patients. The financial incentives for patient choice policies have recently been sharpened in most of these countries; however, where a more competitive patient choice policy has resulted, it has done so too recently for there to be any evidence on its effects. We present such evidence as there is by country. Again, we have not adopted the usual format due to a lack of evidence.

Denmark
Denmark perhaps provides the most extensive experience with the introduction of patient choice policies, which has taken place in several stages. Patients in Denmark have for a long time had choice of public hospitals within the county; however county hospitals' budgets remained fixed, giving them little incentive to accept patients choosing to go there, and there is no evidence that we could find on the impact on efficiency or equity of this form of choice.

At a local level, a choice arrangement existed between three counties from 1992 to 1999. These counties offered their patients a free – cross-county - choice of public hospital, with originating counties paying for treatment. It appears that the some patients did exercise choice. However the most likely motivation was to travel less far to hospital. A study attributed 39% of cross-border activity to the 12% of citizens who lived closer to a specialist hospital in the neighbouring county than to the nearest provider within their own. Such patients were
more than three times as likely to exercise cross-county choice of hospital than others\textsuperscript{192}.

More recently, a number of policies have been implemented within Denmark to try and extend both choice and accompanying incentives. A national choice programme was introduced in 1993 and was strengthened until 2002, when it was replaced by a more radical choice policy tied explicitly to waiting times. Patients have been offered little support in making choices: all patients have to pay transport costs if they choose to be treated in another county, and for substantial periods GPs and patients had little information, in particular on waiting times (although this has since changed)\textsuperscript{193}. In addition the government made it clear from the beginning that counties would not receive extra funding with which to implement choice. Finally, hospitals have had weak incentives to attract patients: incentives have varied from county to county and with national policy, where they have been strongest they have tended to fall at the county rather than the hospital level.

The 1993 ‘free choice’ scheme offered patients a choice of public or approved private provider, so long as the provider was at the level of specification determined by the referring GP. The policy in its original form was quite restricted. Payments across county lines were kept at a deliberately low level (a flat rate based on the average marginal cost): this was designed explicitly to reduce the incentive for counties to build up capacity to attract patients from neighbouring counties. In addition counties could refuse patients if their own were waiting more than three months. Finally, counties could decide whether or not to keep payment at the hospital or the county level, which made for considerable variation in hospitals’ incentives to attract patients. In fact many kept payment at the county level only.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, only a small proportion of patients exercised choice under the scheme, which led to several adjustments in 2001, including a sharpening of the incentive structure for providers. Only 2% of non-acute admissions in 1993, and 2.1% in 1996, were handled under the scheme\textsuperscript{194}. Later on in 1999 a Ministry of Health assessment estimated that 2 – 3% of patients a year were exercising their right to choose an alternative surgical provider: most patients continued to choose their nearest hospital for treatment\textsuperscript{195}. At the same time, the aggregate mean in-patient waiting time actually increased between 1993 and 1998, from 93 days to 110 days – reducing to 103 days in 2001\textsuperscript{196}. There were other waiting time initiatives in place at the same time; and it is difficult to tell what would have happened in the absence of choice. Nevertheless, commentators suggest that choice, as it was introduced originally, did not have a substantial impact on waiting times in Denmark.

Because of the low take-up the scheme in the first few years, there was a renewed discussion of the framework legislation, and one of the resulting decisions was to strengthen the competitive element by introducing DRG (Diagnosis Related Groups) rates for payment. From 2000 onwards payments would reflect the national average cost for each DRG, rather than the average marginal cost as before. This produced variable incentives depending on where counties and hospitals stood in relation to the national average. However this increased the level of payment significantly and in many cases the DRG rate was higher than the fixed rate used to compensate providers within the county.

Commentators suggest that this has worked to stimulate counties’ attention to the flow of patients in and out of the county. The scheme is too recent for there to be clear evidence on the impact of increased payments on waiting times or on take-up of choice, although Jensen and Jinnerup report that choice is exercised mainly by individuals living near county borders (but these patients did not necessarily seek out a nearer provider)\textsuperscript{197}.

Initial research from Vrangbaek and Bech, looking at the organisational impacts of the scheme for the year 2001, suggests that, in general, counties were tending to use case-based re-imbursement more frequently, and more intensively, when patients move between counties rather than within them\textsuperscript{198}. Otherwise they found variation in all aspects of the incentive structure - the general impression being that counties took a somewhat cautious strategy on incentives. In some cases adjusting them during the budget year if overall expenditure control was threatened. They suggest that counties felt that they had more important priorities than patient choice.
Surveys of county meetings suggest that they were also worried about the impact that patient choice might have on their ability to plan and deliver services.

The following year, in 2002, Denmark introduced the ‘extended’ choice scheme, which accords more closely with a competitive model of a choice scheme. This scheme is linked explicitly to waiting times and embraces a wider range of providers: patients waiting over two months have the right to seek treatment at any public or private hospital in Denmark, or in an overseas contracted hospital. It is also possible that incentives will be sharpened further, as the government has experimented with activity-based payment direct to hospitals when distributing an additional subsidy to the hospital system in 2002. There is little evidence as yet on the outcomes of the renewed choice scheme, although it has been suggested that few private providers have been able to offer care at the public DRG rate.

In summary, Denmark has introduced various patient choice reforms. Until recently, these have been characterised by weak and variable incentives for providers. In addition patients have received little support in making choices. There is no evidence as yet on the effects of the strengthened scheme. The original scheme, which was accompanied by weak incentives for providers to attract patients and little overall financial support, experienced low up-take of choice by patients and no corresponding reduction in waiting times.

Sweden

Sweden also has some experience with introducing patient choice. A form of choice tied to waiting times was introduced nationally in 1991, and was abandoned in 1996. Choice was introduced again in 1997 and 1999 - in primary care and the outpatient sector. Finally all county councils have, since 2002, offered free choice of providers both within and between counties. As in Denmark, incentives for individual providers have for the most part been weak and variable. Waiting lists and times are monitored and published in Sweden (in some cases the information is very elaborate). However they are not generally presented to patients by a GP: primary care has traditionally been weak in Sweden, and patients tend to access secondary care directly. In addition transport is not provided to patients exercising choice.

It appears that Sweden does not evaluate patterns of patient choice, and so such evidence as there is concerns the organisational impacts of the schemes, along with evidence on waiting times.

The 1991 Maximum Waiting Time guarantee offered patients waiting more than three months on their local list treatment at a hospital in an alternative health ‘department’ or county council, or at a private provider. The scheme applied to 12 surgical procedures. In contrast to the case of Denmark, extra resources (US $70 million) were set aside in the first year; this was in addition to local support, which was to carry on throughout the scheme. However, as in Denmark, different county councils managed transfers of funding in different ways, so that there were not consistently clear incentives for hospitals to attract patients. In some cases payment landed with hospitals themselves; in other cases ‘departments’ were affected; finally payments were on many occasions kept at the county level.

Manning and Spanberg suggest that, although the scheme did bring about changes in providers’ behaviour in relation to waiting lists, the impact of the choice element was weak. This was particularly likely to be the case, they argue, because many patients were unaware of the choices available to them – particularly at the beginning of the scheme. Only one fifth of the physicians surveyed estimated that a majority of patients knew about the guarantee and their right to choose an alternative provider, although this situation did improve over time. Despite some short-term successes, it appears that the scheme had no long-term impact on waiting times: by 1993 waiting times had begun to increase again; by 1996 they reached the same level as when the guarantee was introduced. The scheme was abandoned in 1996.

Since then, Sweden has taken a new approach. In addition to some extensions of choice in primary care and the outpatient sector in 1997 and 1999, all county councils have since 2002 introduced free choice among public providers within and between counties. The scheme covers primary care, outpatient specialist and elective inpatient care. Again, the financial arrangements are varied. Patients may not choose an alternative
Patient choice: conclusions

Have patients exercised choice?
The national Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) choice pilot and the London Patient Choice Pilot (LPCP) are the only pilots to have produced any substantive evidence as yet. The CHD pilot and the LPCP are unique in reporting a substantial proportion of patients taking up the option to be treated elsewhere: 50% of patients in the CHD scheme took up the choice offered them, along with 65% in the London pilot. [75% for took up the offer in a Manchester pilot]. By contrast, patient choice policies in other countries have invariably experienced a low proportion of patients taking up the offer of an alternative secondary provider. Because patients in the pilots have been offered choice only after a substantial wait, it is of course possible that they have taken up choice out of desperation with local provision. On the other hand, it is plausible that the package of support offered through the PCAs has also exerted up-wards pressure on take-up; and a retrospective survey of the CHD scheme supports this view, showing a positive association between patients’ overall assessment of their PCA and whether or not they took up choice in the first place.

It is significant that only a small proportion of patients have taken up the offer of an alternative provider in other countries – even where choice has been attached to maximum waiting time guarantees, and has been offered through a GP. It is plausible that in many cases this reflects a genuine preference for local provision: in several cases patients have used new choices to attend a nearer hospital in another county. On the other hand, low take-up could relate also to common features of these policies. In their earlier stages, these policies have offered hospitals weak and variable incentives to attract patients that have generally landed at the municipal, rather than the

Norway and the Netherlands
The Netherlands has for some time offered patients a choice between approved public hospitals. Options have further expanded through various waiting time initiatives, which have also offered financial incentives based on DRG payment direct to hospitals. There is little information on outcomes.

A maximum waiting time initiative existed in some form or other in Norway between 1990 and 2000, offering patients a choice outside the county. Hospitals failing to treat patients in time have not always been penalised financially. This is despite the fact that Norway has been uniquely successful in introducing DRG-based payment in to public healthcare. This also remained the case after guidelines were introduced in 1997 requiring counties to arrange treatment elsewhere for patients in a serious condition, who were not treated within 3 months. This guarantee was abandoned in 2000 and replaced by a right to ‘necessary care’ which prioritises patients with greater clinical need. In 2001 the Act for Patients’ Rights ensures for patients a choice of public or approved private hospital at the original level of specialisation. There is no evidence as yet on the success of these schemes.

provider above the original level of specialisation. Moreover, originating counties must provide explicit approval before care is provided. As yet there is no evidence on the impact of the scheme.

In summary, there is little evidence from Sweden on patient choice. The evidence is thinner, but suggests that Sweden has had a similar experience with patient choice as Denmark; that is, that take-up of choice has been low and that there has been no corresponding decrease in waiting times.
administrative, level. [The financial incentives accompanying choice have since been sharpened, usually alongside an extension of choice; however this has happened too recently to determine any effects.] In addition, patients have not always been aware of available choices or have received little substantive support in exercising them.

GP fundholders were more able than health authorities to switch patients between hospitals and also reported greater willingness to facilitate patients’ choices. However there is little evidence that they were effective as agents of patient choice. Surveys of fundholders’ patients suggested that many were indifferent to the issue of choice. In addition, an early, small-scale study suggested that fundholders’ contracting activities may have got in the way of offering patients choice.

There is lower take-up for the CHD scheme than for the Manchester and London pilots. Otherwise we have found no evidence from any of the sources that take-up for patient choice is lower in rural areas.

Which patients have taken up choice?
Studies of patient choice in other countries have reported that active take-up of choice by patients has been skewed towards younger patients and patients further up the socio-economic scale. This may be related to low levels of support for patients in making choices. There is no evidence from the GP fundholding experiment on this issue, except that fundholders apparently did not go in for selection even though financial compensation did not rule out the incentive to do so.

Preliminary evidence by PCT from the London NHS pilot shows no significant association between take-up of choice and the deprivation index of the PCT or the socio-economic, educational or ethnic background of the patient. However, greater availability of transport and available alternatives in London may be a factor, and initial unpublished results have more recently discovered a correlation between being in paid employment and choosing to attend another hospital. Furthermore, survey answers from the London pilot (summarised also above) implied that patients who were older, female, had lower education levels or were parents or guardians of an under-18 year-old were all less likely to accept faster treatment at an alternative hospital. In addition, they implied that different socio-economic groups (defined fairly drastically) placed different weights on the relative reputation of the alternative hospital: the implied negative valuation placed on the alternative hospital having a worse reputation was almost a third higher for patients with household income over £10,000pa.

A further cause for concern relates to the process by which patients are deemed clinically eligible for choice. Clinical eligibility rates in the CHD scheme varied between trusts from 60% to 90% and this cannot be explained fully in terms of case mix. This suggests ‘either that there is no professional consensus on clinical thresholds for ‘moving’ a patient or indeed that professionals have used this as a means for excluding their patients from the scheme’. Similarly, reviews of the LPC scheme found that two thirds of technically eligible patients had not, in the event, been offered choice. It was deemed likely that this was due to deliberate obstruction on the part of the providers, with the eligibility rates varying between the five originating trusts from 14% to 42%. The risk of provider obstruction will be similarly significant when choice moves to the point of referral (the GP). Initial investigations seem to indicate GPs are not enthusiastic about this project or the prospect of having to involve their patients more fully in their referral decisions. The possibility of having to introduce an incentive or sanction procedure to ensure GPs’ full cooperation with the scheme is being countered.

What has been the effect of patient choice on efficiency / quality and how have these been distributed?
There has been no sustained reduction in waiting times
associated with patient choice policies in other countries, which have anyway experienced low take-up.

Taking other factors into account, fundholding GPs were able to reduce waiting times for their patients relative to non-fundholders. At the same time, fundholders were unable to reduce waiting times for those procedures that they relied on the health authorities to purchase for them. The evidence is consistent with their reducing waiting times by actively moving patients around the system and also with their doing so through the threat of moving patients to an alternative provider.

The evidence also suggests that fundholders were especially, but not uniquely, successful in encouraging consultants to hold outreach clinics. The merits of this are debated, but it proved popular with patients. The fundholding experiment therefore provides suggestive evidence for the claim that a threat of sending patients (and the associated funding) elsewhere can work to improve some aspects of the quality and the responsiveness of secondary care. The transaction costs associated with fundholding most likely outweighed any benefits in terms of efficiency.

The London pilot is unique in reporting results relating to the financial incentives associated with patient choice. The scheme has been associated with some reduction in waiting times. Crucially, these have applied for those patients who did exercise choice and moved hospitals, as well as those who remained at their local hospital (either through an active choice to do so, and also through not exercising choice and remaining where they were). The existing evidence does therefore not support the claim that choice will distort clinical priorities at the expense of non-choice patients and instead gives some support to the view that choice can bring about some improvements for patients not exercising choice.

General policy implications

The cases of choice in health and education are very different, and so for the most part we discuss them separately. Some general conclusions are given below.

1. The various outcomes of choice schemes covered in this review, including those relating to equity as well as efficiency, all relate closely to the way in which they are designed. This does not imply that the debate about extending choice in British health and education should be careful of excessive generality and theory: the issue is which design features are likely to make a difference to the efficiency and the equity of the final outcomes. Available alternatives to choice should be judged against the specific model of choice that emerges from this question.

2. This does imply that the debate about extending choice in British health and education should be careful of excessive generality and theory: the issue is which design features are required in order to produce desired outcomes in the UK and whether these conditions are practicable within the UK. Available alternatives to choice should be judged against the specific model of choice that emerges from this question.

3. The basic rationale behind the model of choice discussed here is that service users’ choices should have tangible consequences for public services, and the most basic mediator should be the funding that follows recipients around the system. For this to be possible in practice, three features are important: (a) service
users should indeed be free to exercise choice; (b) funding should follow their choices to an appropriate administrative level; and (c), providers should have a degree of freedom with which to respond to choice. Schemes that do not meet these requirements are unlikely to bring any of the benefits imputed to them.

4. The evidence is much more limited for health than it is for education. Nevertheless, the evidence collected on choice so far suggests that competitive choice schemes can be designed to bring about some improvements in terms of quality and efficiency. Crucially, studies report fairly consistently that these benefits have been distributed as advocates of choice policies would predict; that is, that they apply for public providers, and that benefits have applied both for those recipients that actually exercise choice and for those that do not. This depends crucially on the detail of the design. This point applies to a more limited extent to the issue equity in up-take of choice by recipients.

5. There is no conclusive evidence on whether the overall costs associated with choice, for example additional transaction costs, work to outweigh gains in efficiency. This is not an issue which has been directly investigated in the studies considered.

6. An important issue for the debate on choice in the UK is how it can be applied to rural and non-urban areas. There is evidence in the case of education to suggest that take-up of choice in the UK has been lower in rural or non-urban areas, and also that it is more skewed towards advantaged service users in these areas; in addition, benefits in terms of quality and efficiency have often been significantly stronger in urban and metropolitan areas. A review of the literature on patient choice in various countries suggested that up-take of choice was more skewed towards young people in rural areas, but otherwise we have uncovered no evidence on this question for the case of patient choice.

7. Another important issue is whether or not choice policies can be made effective without introducing extra capacity or new forms of provision. There is some evidence that effective
School choice: what are the policy implications?

Introduction
The evidence suggests that, given specific policy conditions, school choice can create a ‘levelling-up effect’ on the performance and the efficiency of state schools. Gains are not always large, but they are consistently distributed as advocates of schools choice would predict; that is, choice is associated with benefits for state schools, including those that are left by pupils in favour of others. The specific policy conditions required to deliver these benefits appear to include a supply side characterised by some flexibility and excess capacity, an absence of overt or covert selection of pupils and the three efficiency related criteria discussed above.

Studies investigating the impact of choice policies on low-achieving or disadvantaged pupils have reported various results, none of which are negative and some of which are positive. Assuming these same specific policy details, the evidence therefore does not support the ‘pernicious’ view of school choice: that it leads systematically to polarisation between best and worst; and this is especially true given that most of the policies examined have not exercised all of the available options for weighting choice towards disadvantaged students.

This does of course leave the ‘deflationary’ view of school choice policies: that, while they are not pernicious, nevertheless their benefits are unlikely to outweigh their costs, and so effort would be better spent on other issues. Various studies have reported efficiency gains associated with school choice, some of which have been substantial and have increased year on year. On the other hand, studies rarely consider the wider costs of implementing and sustaining effective and equitable school choice. Because very little of the research on choice conducted to date has examined this issue, there is little that can be said about this here.

Selection and cross-boundary competition
There are two general patterns in the evidence on school choice. First, to the extent that school choice policies have been accompanied by overt selection by schools then the beneficial effects of those policies have either been heavily muted or actually reversed. Second, with the exception of inter-district choice in the US, it was only those (non-selective) policies that have introduced new forms of provision into public education that consistently reported positive associations between choice and the performance of state schools. The first result is straightforward to understand: combining choice with overt selection increases both the means and the motive for schools to select favoured pupils; the impact on overall performance is at best indifferent and the underlying distribution of benefits is inequitable. The second result, however, requires further interpretation.

Non-selective forms of school choice consistently associated with improvements in state schools are those that exist across institutional divides: that is, between regular state schools and new forms of provision in public education, and, in the US, between school districts. There are two intuitive, and compatible, lines of explanation for this. These may be the only cases in which there is sufficient capacity and flexibility on the supply side, or where the terms of competition for state schools are sufficiently competitive. At the same time the necessary variation between schools, in terms of culture, management, methods and so on may only exist across these divides.

Who chooses?
School choice policies invite two worries that both fall under the general heading: ‘who chooses?’ Some critics emphasise the social and financial constraints on exercising effective school choice, while also associating choice with schools choosing students rather than students choosing schools. They argue that both would act as significant sources of segregation and inequality under a system of extended school choice.
Turning first to the exercise of school choice, the evidence suggests that activity in choosing schools does tend to be skewed towards more advantaged families. This impacts most on families at the extreme ends of the socio-economic scale and those in non-urban areas, with fewer options for transport and fewer available alternatives - in these cases, availability of transport has been an important issue. On the basis of the evidence we therefore recommend that support should be provided for parents in exercising school choice, but that it should targeted towards these specific families and contexts. We will investigate this point as part of our on-going work on supporting choice.

We have encountered a general view that a policy of choice in education is inseparable from a policy allowing schools discretion over their admissions policies. The international evidence demonstrates that this is false. Moreover it gives good reason to believe that extending choice alongside selection of students by schools is likely to have negative consequences on all counts (see below for the consequences of selection for UK segregation). We therefore recommend that any extension of school choice should be in the context of minimal selection of pupils by schools.

Covert selection, on the other hand, is a complex issue. There is evidence to suggest both that covert selection operates in the UK and that some schools have responded to choice by covertly selecting desirable students. On the other hand there is evidence to suggest that selection has not been an effective barrier for low-achieving and disadvantaged students entering new schooling options in the US and in Sweden. It is likely that covert selection is arising in the UK because capacity constraints overall, and lack of flexibility within the system allows a popular school to choose its pupils. In general, policy options for discouraging selection include: regulation of providers and attention to the kinds of providers available, as well as weighted incentives for disadvantaged students (although it is important to note that commentators are not all equally optimistic about the impact of weighted funding on selection).

Choice and segregation
A final consideration is the impact of parental choice on segregation of pupils – by socio-economic status, by ability, by race, and so on. One argument against extending parental choice in the UK is that it might add up to less integrated public education than either the status quo or some other option, such as increased use of banding criteria. An important point is that the question of whether or not this is the case is separable in practice from the question of whether or not choices are monopolised by more advantaged families, or whether schools deliberately select more advantaged pupils. This is made clear by the experience of charter schools in the US, which are usually introduced with the explicit purpose of catering to the more disadvantaged groups, and where minority and disadvantaged students have often segregated themselves.

The example of charter schools raises an important point about priorities. Segregation in this case produced higher educational outcomes for the most disadvantaged. While segregation may raise issues of concern relating to community cohesion and citizenship, it may not necessarily produce poorer educational outcomes. There may be a trade off to be made between the two values.

There is another sense in which concerns about segregation should be dissociated from education systems. The dominant causes of segregation in UK state schools lie outside education policy: on one estimate, 90% of the variation in segregation in state schools can be explained in terms of external factors. The same study reports that, within education policy, school number, school type and LEA admissions arrangements have an influence on segregation.

Taking into account school number and type, the use of catchment areas – and, to a lesser extent, distance criteria – is associated with higher levels of segregation. This is primarily because they lock in existing patterns of residential segregation; however in some cases catchment areas in particular have exacerbated segregation by encouraging a mutually determining connection between school quality and house prices. A number of studies have reported a house price premium in areas with better or more popular schools.

At the same time there is some evidence to suggest that segregation has been reduced overall in areas where choice has been most effective (although choice has also worked to polarise schools by intake in those cases where it has been
skewed towards specific families). In short, there is reason to believe that a system of extended choice in the UK may be preferable from the perspective of integration to a system in which places are allocated by catchment areas, and perhaps also distance criteria.

With regard to the nature of local schools, selective, fee-paying, voluntary-aided and grant-maintained schools are all associated with higher levels of segregation. An unanswered question here is whether these results are driven by diversity or selection, as these schools all have in common that they can recruit widely against schools with narrow catchment areas. In addition a number of studies have reported some association between specialist schools and increased segregation. These are early results, and again the relative contributions of diversity and selection are unclear; however we should be aware that the issue of segregation under choice is linked importantly to these supply side issues.

Conclusion
The system of school choice in the UK does not have some of the key characteristics associated with efficiency and equity benefits. In particular, supply side constraints are severe. This appears to be allowing for covert selection by popular schools. If school choice in the UK is to deliver greater benefits than is currently the case, real contestability between schools needs to exist. This is likely to involve significant expansion of capacity, characterised by a lack of selection, either in the form of new state schools or of a new non fee-paying independent sector, along the lines of charter schools in the US. The evidence suggests that the latter would be more effective. However, very little work has been conducted on the overall cost-benefit analysis of introducing such new forms of contestability into school systems. This would be a prerequisite of any developments in this area.

Patient Choice: what are the policy implications?

Introduction
Out of the patient choice policies reviewed here, only the UK choice pilots report substantial take-up of choice by patients: the international evidence has invariably reported low take-up. The internal market GP fundholding experiment had a similar experience. For this reason we dedicate some time to the issue of take-up for patient choice policies and support for patients making choices.

Low take-up of choice
There is no simple explanation as to why low take-up has so often been the case. It would be unreasonable simply to rule out the possibility that patients have often been satisfied with local provision: a substantial proportion of patients have exercised new choices in order to attend a nearer provider. On the other hand it seems unlikely that this is the full explanation: for many of the international policies, choice has been attached to waiting time initiatives; and although these have been shorter than the six month UK choice pilots, they have nevertheless have been long enough for us sensibly to assume that the whole explanation does not lie with a natural preference for local provision.

Choice policies internationally have generally been accompanied by vague and variable arrangements for funding following the patient. In most cases funding has landed at the level of the municipality rather than with the provider. Providers have therefore had little financial incentive to accept or encourage new patients. Funding does not yet follow the patients for the majority of UK choice pilots; however when
choice is introduced nationally, individual Trusts will gain and lose at the full tariff. Part of the explanation may therefore be that, with the exception of the UK choice pilots, providers have had little financial incentive to facilitate patient choice. This seems the most likely explanation.

One issue worth noting is that, both internationally and in the GP fundholding experiment, take-up of choice by patients has been low where choice has been offered to them through a GP. This suggests that the issue of supporting patients in choosing may not be best resolved simply by relying on GPs as agents of choice. This result is particularly important in the context of the GP fundholding experiment, as GP fundholders were able to contract with providers on a case-by-case, and by-results, basis. In their case the explanation for (apparently) low levels of patient choice is not that providers had little incentive to accept their patients – the evidence is that they responded to this incentive; rather, GP fundholders did switch patients between different trusts but had little incentive to facilitate patients’ preferences in doing so.

There are various possible explanations for why this might have been the case: it may have to do with paternalism or intransigence on fundholders’ part; survey evidence is conflicting in that whilst fundholders said they were enthusiastic about offering patients choice, few actually consulted with their patients when making those choices on their behalf. Furthermore, their patients remained indifferent to the issue; finally, there is some evidence to suggest that fundholders’ incentives as contractors may have got in the way of their incentives as agents of patient choice. Whatever the precise cause, the result is itself important because, when choice is introduced nationally at the point of GP referral, GPs and PCGs will play an important role as the agents of patients’ choices. For those who see a value in patients themselves making choices, then, the proper role of the GP as agent of choice needs to be addressed. The research teams studying the LPCP have already acknowledged this issue as a potential obstacle when the LPCP is rolled out nationally: their survey results, unlike those carried out during the fundholder pilot, indicate that GPs are less than enthused by the prospect of having to consult with their patients regarding their referral decisions, creating a real risk of GP obstruction to patient choice. The ways in which GPs might be sanctioned or incentivised to cooperate with the scheme, and other possible means to overcome this potential obstacle, will be examined further as part of our forthcoming research programme on choice and primary care.

High take-up of choice
It is reasonable to assume that the PCAs have contributed substantially to high take-up for the UK patient choice pilots. Survey evidence suggested that they were popular with patients; in addition patients more favourable about their PCA were more likely to express satisfaction about their experience of choice and, importantly, were more likely to take up choice in the first place (the usual methodological caveats associated with retrospective survey evidence of course apply). The question for PCAs is not whether or not they have been effective in general; rather the question is which elements of the package have been particularly important and for which patients.

This question will prove important as subsidies for support currently arranged by PCAs – for example transport – will not be universally available when choice is introduced nationally. Assuming the package of support offered by PCAs as it currently exists is not fully sustainable, it is therefore important to understand how it might be targeted. Our ongoing research into support for patient choice will address these questions.

Efficiency benefits
The form in which the PCA package might be sustained will depend to a large extent on any efficiency benefits associated with choice. Policy for choice in the NHS has been perhaps the most advanced in ensuring that incentives are effective and fall at the appropriate administrative level: when choice is rolled out nationally trusts will gain and lose at the full tariff with each patient. In addition there is no indication that providers have been ill equipped in terms of administrative and budgetary freedom to respond to choice. The issue is therefore not the introduction of incentives but the effects they will have and how they might be adjusted.

The evidence on the systemic outcomes of patient choice
(which is fullest for the UK) is encouraging in some respects, but uninformative in others. The aspect that is encouraging is that, for those benefits that have been monitored there is evidence that the threat of exit has worked to improve the quality of provision. Benefits have been distributed in the way in which advocates of choice would predict; that is, both non-choosers and choosers have benefited from patient choice. In this respect it would appear that the theory behind the policy is correct, and this is crucially important.

On the other hand the evidence is limited because – unsurprisingly – it does not provide a very complete picture of the overall systemic outcome of choice: the worry that choice will distort priorities and discourage cooperation between providers has not been shown to be right, but it has not been shown to be wrong either. Neither is it yet clear whether any efficiency gains associated with choice and payment by results according to a fixed tariff will outweigh the associated costs in terms of introduction, support for patients and planning. In short, the evidence so far is in line with its advocates’ general predictions, especially on the important question of how the instrumental benefits of choice might be distributed, while not being conclusive on a cost-benefit analysis.

**Selection of patients**

A further general criticism of choice policies is that they extend both the means and the motive for providers to select patients. Policy can address both the means (through restrictions) and the motive (through incentives). The most interesting evidence on the issue of selection is from the internal market. There was in fact no evidence of selection by trusts. However there is some evidence on a lack of selection by GP fundholders which found that fundholders did not go in for cream-skimming, despite the incentive to do so. It seems that a combination of a crude stop-loss insurance scheme, limited costs for fundholding procedures and natural motivation to help their patients (and perhaps a lack of necessary information) came together to prevent cream-skimming.

This is a local result, but is encouraging in showing that, in practice, cream-skimming might be prevented without total and perfect risk-adjustment. The point is to make sure of what works in practice and then adjust regulation and incentives accordingly: for example by locating admissions procedures elsewhere, or by adjusting the tariff that follows patients around the system.

**Conclusion**

Britain is ahead of many of its international contemporaries in the introduction of choice. While choice schemes have existed for longer in countries such as Denmark and Sweden, choice schemes were introduced there without some of the important elements needed to produce efficiency gains without compromising equity. For example, a lack of information about the options open to patients had a clear impact on take-up. Denmark’s experience has led them to move step by step closer to a model of choice characterised by real contestability – information for patients, financial incentives for providers to take on new patients and the ability of providers to increase capacity. The lesson for the UK here is that the introduction of choice schemes which do not have all the key criteria are unlikely to be successful.

Because the UK is ahead of many other countries in introducing choice, there is little clear evidence from the research on long-term impacts. However, there is evidence from the UK that choice in healthcare can bring real efficiency gains. For example, the threat of exit was used successfully by GP fundholders to lever improvements in secondary care. In this case, choice operated as a lever for both productive and allocative efficiency. This should give us confidence to proceed in extending choice in the UK. Take-up of choice is likely to helped considerably by a PCA package, as offered in pilot schemes. However it is not yet clear which elements were most helpful, and more should be done on this before the programme is rolled out.
There are a number of other, more minor considerations, including ensuring that providers do not have conflicting objectives, such as to reduce costs while facilitating user choice.

In addition, there are a number of associated criteria which, if the above criteria are met, are required to be present if efficiency gains are not to be at the cost of equity:

1. preventing service providers from actively selecting users
2. sufficient capacity at system level to ensure that limited supply does not create a situation in which good providers are able to select users covertly. It is clear that, in some cases, this will require new forms of provision
3. a systemic or governmental response to failing providers. This might include active support, management change or closure
4. the freedom to choose being made meaningful for all users through information and support, including the provision of objective performance data, advice, assistance with access costs (travel etc.)

This list of policy design criteria does not present us with a checklist by which we can judge whether an individual choice policy should be adopted or not. Extending choice in the UK will necessarily involve the adaption of existing services with all that that entails, including needing to take account of the current views and behaviour of both professionals and service users. The SMF will use this list of factors as a starting point for research into the extension of provider choice in key areas of public services.

2. Choice, voice and personalisation
There is a lack of clarity about the relationship between choice in its different forms and other user involvement ideas in the debate in the UK. This is particularly true of ‘voice’, but is also true of ‘personalisation’. As mentioned earlier in this paper, there is also a lack of clarity about the meaning of these terms. An important element of our work going forward will be the attempt to define these concepts and to explore the interrelation between them. In doing so, we start from the
In order for provider A to understand why service users are abandoning it in favour of provider B, it will need to engage with service users. In other words, it will need to employ voice mechanisms to reach this understanding. The more effective the voice mechanisms used by provider A, the less likely it is to suffer an outflow of service users in the first place. In other words, it is in the interests of provider A to pay close attention to the needs of service users and to its comparative performance because of the potential threat that service users might exit in favour of provider B.

In other words, it is the threat of exit rather than exit itself that should generate the incentives to service providers to closely meet the needs of its users. The more effective the voice mechanisms used by a provider, the more likely that provider is to closely meet the needs of service users, and the less likely the provider is to lose users and income.

SMF research programme

School choice

One major issue thrown up by the evidence on choice is that the system of school choice in the UK does not meet the criteria highlighted above for a choice system which will generate efficiency and equity benefits. Most significantly, supply side constraints are very severe. Also, little support is available to parents in making choices. Our research will look at the mechanisms available for removing these capacity constraints and their practicability and cost-effectiveness. We will look at increased capacity within the state sector, the scope for the development of an independent no-fee, no-selection sector to compete with the state sector, and the management of failing schools within the state sector. We will also look at the need and scope for supporting choice. In this, and in all other areas of policy we will consider, we will also look at the potential for the exercise of voice mechanisms to reinforce the exercise of choice.

Choice theory is based on the premise that competition for users will cause service providers to improve the services on offer. The ability of service users to choose a provider means that the service provided will more accurately reflect their needs. However, this dynamic does not depend on a mass outflow of service users leaving provider A for provider B. A small number of the totality of service users leaving provider A for provider B is likely to provide a signal for provider A to (a) examine the level of service it is providing and (b) to improve the quality of its service and/or tailor the service more closely to the needs of users.

In order for provider A to understand why service users are abandoning it in favour of provider B, it will need to engage with service users. In other words, it will need to employ voice mechanisms to reach this understanding. The more effective the voice mechanisms used by provider A, the less likely it is to suffer an outflow of service users in the first place. In other words, it is in the interests of provider A to pay close attention to the needs of service users and to its comparative performance because of the potential threat that service users might exit in favour of provider B.

In other words, it is the threat of exit rather than exit itself that should generate the incentives to service providers to closely meet the needs of its users. The more effective the voice mechanisms used by a provider, the more likely that provider is to closely meet the needs of service users, and the less likely the provider is to lose users and income.
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School choice

One major issue thrown up by the evidence on choice is that the system of school choice in the UK does not meet the criteria highlighted above for a choice system which will generate efficiency and equity benefits. Most significantly, supply side constraints are very severe. Also, little support is available to parents in making choices. Our research will look at the mechanisms available for removing these capacity constraints and their practicability and cost-effectiveness. We will look at increased capacity within the state sector, the scope for the development of an independent no-fee, no-selection sector to compete with the state sector, and the management of failing schools within the state sector. We will also look at the need and scope for supporting choice. In this, and in all other areas of policy we will consider, we will also look at the potential for the exercise of voice mechanisms to reinforce the exercise of choice.

Choice in primary care

The introduction of choice policies in primary care raises a number of difficult issues. The first – PCT commissioning – is fundamental to choice in general within the NHS and is an example of the exercise of collective choice. Patients will make
choices in consultation with their GP, but they will also travel down the pathways set out for them by PCT commissioning. The experience from the internal market, however, is that commissioning at a level higher than the GP can do much to restrict patient choice. We will examine how to maximise the responsiveness of PCT commissioning to the needs of patient, including looking at how personalisation of services can be introduced, and the role of voice in reinforcing responsiveness.

It seems likely that the government will seek to provide patients with increased choice of GP as well as increased choice in secondary care. However, the model of contestability found in GP fundholding, where GPs purchased services for their patients but also (in theory at least) competed for patients and surpluses themselves does not appear to be favoured. In so far as contestability is desired to make primary care providers effective (both as providers and as agents of patient choice) a number of issues need to be addressed when choice of GP becomes a reality. This includes capacity within the system, the ability of patients to make an effective choice and what support will be available to those choosing. We will consider how these reforms might be introduced in order to increase the responsiveness of GPs to individuals needs.

Social housing
The evidence base considered in this paper did not extend to housing policy. However, for those in social housing, choice is very limited. We will conduct a short review of the national and international evidence on the operation of choice in housing policy, and look at policy options for increasing choice for social housing tenants in the UK.

Timetable and programme of work
We will be setting up an Advisory Panel to oversee the SMF’s programme of work on choice, voice and personalisation.

We will be hosting a number of seminars on these issues over the remainder of 2004 and the first half of 2005. We aim to report findings on choice and primary care, and school choice by spring 2005, and to produce a report on social housing in the summer of 2005.
The debate about the choice in public services has lacked a serious evidence-based analysis of the effects of choice systems in practice. The Social Market Foundation has now provided this in “Choice: The Evidence”. This brings together the research findings from a range of international and domestic studies on the impact of choice of provider schemes, and draws conclusions about their further introduction in the UK.

It focuses on choice in health and education and examines how user choice has been implemented, how well it has functioned, and the benefits and disadvantages it has delivered, in Europe, Scandinavia and the Americas; as well as drawing together some general criteria to identify under what conditions user choice schemes seem to have flourished and produced the most beneficial results.